
50 Foot Wave Bath White 1000 pressed. Rare EP from this much sought-after Kristin Hersh side project. Black Vinyl LP. Back on vinyl for this Kristin Hersh fronted project, a super rare 2016 EP of enchanting and exhilarating sounds that shift from dreamy and emotional melancholy to jagged and almost Neu!-like rhythms that evolve behind her pointed prose and astute one-linersLP 21.99

50 Foot Wave Power + Light 1000 pressed. A much sought-after Kristin Hersh side project. Black Vinyl LP. Back on vinyl for this bracing, ever twitching opus made of seven fluid pieces that fold into one continuous mantra. An essential release from the Throwing Muses’ offshoot helmed by Kristin Hersh and Bernard Georges, with Chalk Farm’s Rob Ahlers on drumsLP 21.99

A. R. Kane AMERICANA In the beginning there was only black noise.That’s how the late music writer and art critic Greg Tate began his new liner notes for this issue of Americana. He took the scope of A.R. Kane’s musical project way back—all the way back to the origins of black music because the band’s musical explorations and accomplishments are just that massive, although you wouldn’t know it based on the reception they’ve had. Rudy Tambala and Alex Ayuli, the musical minds behind A.R. Kane are “two barely legal art-damaged aristos of Malawi/British and Nigerian descent raised in cockney-sprechen East London,” as Tate referred to them: “two dope boyz who’d telepathically claimed each other as best friends around age 8 and who, in 1986, claimed all the aforementioned hallmarks of black alienation, black rage, black silence, black noise and black ragga as their sonorous and luminous own.”It’s no exaggeration to say that A.R. Kane was one of the most important bands of the late ‘80s and early ‘90s: they started the shoegaze trend, t2LP 28.99

Academic (The) Community Spirit Available exclusively for Record Store Day 2022 on white vinyl, is The Academic’s Community Spirit EP. This is the first physical release for the EP, which was self-recorded and produced by the band during 2021. Product Info: • 12” vinyl • 5-track 12” EP, cut at 45 rpm • Pressed on purple vinyl Tracklist: 1. Not Your Summer 2. Smart Mouth 3. I Don’t See Good 4. For The Camera 5. Kids (Don’t End Up Like Me)12" 13.99

Ace Of Base ALL THAT SHE WANTS - 30TH ANNI ‘Double Groove’ 12” Picture disc with three tracks. 30th Anniversary edition of the original single releaseLP 22.99

Acid Mothers Temple & The Melting Paraiso UFO Absolutely Freak Out! (Zap Your Mind) (21st Anniversary edition)First ever repress of the definitive AMT album – their breakthrough release from 2001.Remastered and repressed on colour vinyl (one yellow, one orange) in original gatefold sleeve, exclusively for Record Store Day 2022.2LP 33.99

Ade It's Just Wind A few years in the not-so-distant past, a clairvoyant delivered an indelible message to ConnanMockasin. Inferring a project involving his father that had not yet been started, a woman he’d met only by chance told him: “You need to make it your priority, or you’ll regret it for the rest of your life”. Though Connan and his father, Ade, had always joked that they’d make an album together, it was this extrasensory perception that summoned It’s Just Wind — its name a retort used by Ade’s father “whenever he broke wind and caused a ruckus around him” — into the realm of the real. Ade had himself only recently hovered precariously between realms; suffering a sudden cardiac arrest which left him flatlined for 40 minutes, and then in a coma. “I couldn’t win a raffle if there were two tickets in a plastic bucket” he muses, “so the chances of surviving a coronary … surviving was good luck.” Match struck against the box by future-seeing eyes, Connan proposed that the next of his yearly artist residencies at Mexican SummLP 20.99

Alan Vega JUKEBOX BABE B/W SPEEDWAY Hot Pink Vinyl, The visual artist, musician, and poet Alan Vega was born in Brooklyn in 1938. He co-founded the massively influential avant-garde band Suicide with Martin Revin 1970, with whom he performed off and on throughout his life. Suicide’s debut album was included among Rolling Stone’s list of the 500 greatest albums of all time, and it was a formative work in the invention of synth-punk, post-punk, art rock, industrial music, and more.Vega would go on to have a prolific career as a solo artist. His hit song “Jukebox Babe” led to a contract with Elektra Records, who released two albums including the cult classic Saturn Strip, produced by Ric Ocasek. He began working with Liz Lamere, whom he later married and became the most crucial collaborator of his solo career. Lamere, along with fellow Vega collaborator Jared Artaud (The Vacant Lots) teamed up with creative director Michael Handis and Brooklyn label Sacred Bones to start opening up the Vega Vault of unreleased material and also to start bringing i7" 15.99

Albert Ayler REVELATIONS First complete authorised release of the free jazz icon’s penultimate concert appearance, which features more than two hours of previously unreleased music on 5LPs, taken from stereo masters recorded by France’s ORTF5LP 149.99

Alice In Chains We Die Young Originally released in 1990 as a promotional only vinyl, Alice In Chains’ first studio EP 'We Die Young' will see a limited edition release on Record Store Day.With remastered audio by Bob Ludwig, the three track EP includes 2 tracks which later ended up on the band’s debut album 'Facelift' along with the track “Killing Yourself,” exclusive to this EP.12" 17.99

Alpha & Omega Tree Of Life Vol. 1 Legendary album reissued in 2 volumes including previously unreleased tracks!The vintage UK Dub sound: roots, spirituality and heavy basslines. Bass-music, play LOUD!LP 22.99

Alpha & Omega Tree Of Life Vol. 2 Legendary album reissued in 2 volumes including previously unreleased tracks!The vintage UK Dub sound: roots, spirituality and heavy basslines. Bass-music, play LOUD!LP 22.99

America Rarities Rarities Collection curated by longtime archivist Jeff Larson. Would Feature. Clear-ish color vinyl, standard weight. An album of rarities, packed with ‘previously unreleased’ and ‘first time on vinyl’ tracks from legendary Folk Rock Trio “America”.  There are rare tracks from across their career, in relation to albums: America, Homecoming, Hat Trick, Holiday, Hearts, Hideaway and Harbor / America Live 77. Exclusively for RSD 2022.  Tracklisting - Side 1: Era: America (debut album) - Riverside - Live in Studio 1971 - first time on vinyl, I Need You - Alternate Take from Trident Studio 1971- first time on vinyl, Horse with No Name - Alt Mix 1971 - first time on vinyl Era: Homecoming - Homecoming Album Tour Promo (30 seconds), Ventura Highway - Record Plant - Take 4 - first time on vinyl   Era: Hat Trick - Goodbye - Home Studio Demo - Unreleased version, It's Life - Alternate Mix - first time on vinyl  Tracklisting - Side 2: Era: Holiday - Another Try - Demo (unreleased home studio demo) – unreleased, Lonely PeLP 26.99

Amy Michelle is that all there is? Amy Michelle’s artistry and music is one that belongs on vinyl; the left field, sort-of-pop come haunting bedroom-recorded ‘alternative’ sound lives and breathes on vinyl, the intimate process of listening to her music emphasised perfectly by the act of placing it on the deck and hitting play. Amy is of that new generation who are encapsulated by the vinyl revival, and with that comes the importance of having each and every one of her release’s on a physical format.  Amy has many ideas of how she can emphasise her music and message through physical formats, and feels it would be a very powerful statement for her first release to be a part of record store day; not only is it an institution which has been the gateway for so many people her age, to be a woman representing RSD through her music would go some way to inspiring more young women to break into the physical music scene, one that has been dominated by male artists for so long.Being a highly visual artist, it is immensely frustrating that the tiny square12" 12.99

Andy Crofts & Le SuperHomard Forevermore Limited Black & white (half and half) vinyl 7” single for RSD, 500 copies only. This belated 7" record pressing brings you a cinematic collaboration between Andy Crofts and french musical genius Christophe Vaillant of  Le SuperHomard. Forevermore is a simple love song of devotion7" 8.99

Art Pepper Meets The Rhythm Section (MONO)  According to jazz lore, on the morning of January 19, 1957, esteemed alto saxophonist Art Pepper woke up to learn that he was booked for a session, just hours later, with Miles Davis’ highly respected rhythm section (pianist Red Garland, bassist Paul Chambers, and drummer Philly Joe Jones), the landmark title, Meets the Rhythm Section, was recorded. Produced by Contemporary Records’ Lester Koenig and recorded by engineer Roy DuNann, Meets the Rhythm Section has been praised as “a diamond of recorded jazz history” by AllMusic. Housed in a tip-on jacket, this special mono edition features all-analog mastering from the original mono tapes by Bernie Grundman and is pressed on 180-gram vinyl at QRP. As part of the Contemporary Records Acoustic Sounds Series, this release celebrates 70 years of the venerable jazz record label. LP 30.99

Ashby Looks Like You’ve  Already Won “Perfect – SAINT ETIENNE meets ‘Moon Safari’-vintage AIR!” (Pete Paphides, MOJO) For the first time on vinyl, remastered and beautifully packaged: “Looks Like You’ve Already Won” by ASHBY – a critically-acclaimed little masterpiece from 2005.LP 23.99

Asia XXX 1 x LP picture disc. 10th anniversary release of the highly acclaimed Asia 2012 studio album 'XXX'. Featuring the classic original line-up of this global super star band: John Wetton, Steve Howe, Geoff Downes and Carl Palmer. Artwork by Roger Dean.LP 26.99

Associates Covers Ahead of the 40th Anniversary of ‘Sulk’, this brand new Associates Covers collection, collated by Michael Dempsey, ranges from David Bowie's 'Boys Keep Swinging', Diana Ross' 'Love Hangover' and rare single 'Kites'. Brand new artwork, designed by Philip Marshall on 140g Clear Vinyl.12" 20.99

Azymuth LIGHT AS A FEATHER RSD The legendary ‘Samba-Doido’ innovators: Brazilian trio Azymuth’s beloved 1979 classic album on a Blue vinyl for a super-limited, collectors item RSD special! Need we say more?LP 31.99

Bad Company Live 1979 First Time on Vinyl. Originally released on 2CD in 2016 as part of the "Live 1977 & 1979” box, Bad Company’s 1979 set from London’s Wembley Empire Pool is the proper live album that the original line-up never had.  Includes timeless live versions of “Feel Like Makin’ Love,” “Bad Company,” “Shooting Star” and “Can’t Get Enough”. 2LP 42.99

Barbara Mason The Lost 80s Sessions Equally renowned for her song writing as much as her amazingly sultry soul vocals, Barbara Mason was widely known for her early solo ‘60s hits as well as her ‘70s collabs with the likes of Curtis Mayfield before her late ‘70s/early ‘80s disco/boogie dancefloor phase…but the heads at Selector series have unearthed a never released LP of classic cover gems from this evergreen diva of Soul. Limited press.LP 19.99

Bardo Pond Bufo Alvarius 1000 pressed. White vinyl pressing of this long out of print and super rare LP. Psychedelic, frog-licking weirdness on this re-etched edition of their debut album, originally released in 1995. Hailed as “synapse-destroying” by Trosuer Press, it’s a post-‘Nuggets’ nugget rightly celebrated as a milestone in psyche rock, which “actually sounds wholly unique today. Bardo Pond are one of those outfits where the adjective 'experimental' genuinely means what it says on the tinLP 26.99

Belinda Carlisle LIVE - DECADES (BLUE VINYL) Pressed on 2 x 180g blue vinyl.Recorded live on Belinda’s “Heaven On Earth” 30th Anniversary tour in 2017. Celebrating 35 years of Belinda as a solo artist, this 2 LP set includes every song from “Heaven On Earth” plus other big hits like “Leave A Light On”, “Runaway Horses” and “Summer Rain”. First ever release2LP 29.99

Bell Biv Devoe Poison Hip Hop. 3000 pressed worldwide. First time on vinyl for many years. Permanently Exclusive colour variant. BBD’s Landmark Debut Is Presented For RSD 2022 In A Never To Be Repeated Cherry Red Pressing. Ricky Bell, Michael Bivins and Ronnie DeVoe first rose to prominence as members of New Edition. With the group on hiatus in the late 80s, none other than Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis suggested the three branch out on their own, and Bell Biv DeVoe was formed. With a hip hop swagger the group’s approach turned the tables with R&B pulling from Hip Hop rather than the other way around. In fact it was Public Enemy producers Eric Sadler along with Hank and Keith Shocklee who made significant contributions in helping Bell Biv Devoe craft their debut album PoisonLP 28.99

Bernard Butler PEOPLE MOVE ON THE B-SIDES Issued on vinyl for the first time. Pressed on 2 x 180 g white viny2LP 29.99

Betty Harris The Lost Queen Of New Orleans Soul LP 33.99

Biff Bang Pow! Songs For The Sad Eyed Girl Classic Creation 1990 LP from Biff Bang Pow! Feauring Alan McGee & Dick Green, founders of Creation Records. Unavailable on vinyl since it's release. Biff Bang Pow! were a seminal 80s indie group, overshadowed by the success of their label. Time for a re-assessment we think. This is a beautiful pastoral acoustic-led recording, in a green tinted version of the original sleeve on Green VinylLP 22.99

Bill Evans Inner Spirit: The 1979 Concert at the Teatro General San Martin, Buenos AiresInner Spirit: The 1979 Concert at the Teatro General San MartínConcert, Buenos Aires is the first official release of pianist BillEvans with Marc Johnson and Joe LaBarbera captured live atthe Teatro General San Martín in Buenos Aires, Argentina onSeptember 27, 1979.Remastered from the original tape reels and in cooperation withthe Bill Evans Estate, this limited-edition 2-LP set includes anextensive booklet with rare photos from the actual concert;essays by American author, journalist Marc Myers andArgentine author Claudio Parisi (who wrote the book Grandesdel jazz internacional en Argentina (1956-1979)); plus newinterviews with Marc Johnson, Joe LaBarbera and pianistEnrico Pieranunzi. Mastered by Bernie Grundman and pressed at RecordTechnology Inc. (RTI). This concert recording is availableofficially for the very first time and is the companion piece to theResonance Release, Morning Glory: The 1973 Concert at theTeatro Gran Rex, Buenos Aires with Eddie Gomez and MartyMorell. Previously unissued recordings ofLP 44.99

Bill Evans Morning Glory: The 1973 Concert at the Teatro Gram Rex, Buenos Aires LP 44.99

Birds (The) The Birds Ride Again Complete collection featuring the original run of singles from AliMacKenzie and Ronnie Wood’s seminal 1960s London R&B outfit TheBirds with a bonus EP exclusive to this box featuring four rarities onvinyl for the first time.All tracks have been remastered for this release and housed inside adeluxe box alongside a 48-page booklet featuring in-depth liner notesby Andy Neill plus a gigography, stunning previously unseen rarephotos, posters, flyers and ephemera. One time limited edition pressing, 5 x 7” box set.BOX 84.99

Bleeding Hearts (The) Riches to Rags Limited Addition Record Store Day LP on Red Vinyl. 2000 pressed worldwide. Bleeding Hearts’ Riches to Rags is a remarkably solid collection of rock ’n’ roll songs featuring the guitar work of Bob Stinson, founding member of the Replacements. Upon Stinson’s untimely death, this 1993 recording was shelved (not even a cassette was circulated) and remained the stuff of legend among Replacements fans. The album is upbeat, catchy Minneapolis rock, with hooks galore and Bob’s ever present bright chords shining through. This Record Store Day album is pressed on Red Vinyl with liner notes from Grammy Award Winning journalist Bob MehrLP 21.99

Blondie Sunday Girl EP Double 7" package celebrating one of Blondie's greatest singles. Sunday Girl was a UK and worldwide number one single in 1979. Bespoke, deluxe 2-disc / 4-track single set, in a gatefold sleeve. Disc one features the original single plus the French version on red coloured vinyl. Disc two features two previously unreleased tracks, on yellow coloured vinyl  – a demo from 1978 and a live version recorded at the Paramount Theatre, Portland, Oregon in January, 1979. A unique EP, exclusive for RSD 2022, featuring one of Blondie’s most famous, endearing and successful singles. Taken from the band’s multi-million-selling album Parallel Lines Sunday Girl, originally released in 1979, was the follow-up single to the band's number one hit single, Heart of Glass, and was a UK No. 1 and a top 10 hit around Europe. The success of these two singles pushed the Parallel Lines album to number one, several months after its initial release and helped Blondie become the first ‘new-wave’ act to reach platinum status. 7" 21.99

Blur "Bustin' + Dronin' " For Record Store Day 2022, Blur will release a special, double heavyweight coloured vinyl edition of their 1998, Japan-only remix compilation Bustin’ + Dronin’ featuring mixes of tracks from their 1997 eponymously titled, number one album. Originally only available as a 2-CD set including a Radio 1 John Peel session, only a handful of copies made their way over to the UK on import. Bustin’ + Dronin’ has never been available on vinyl before now, and this release features the nine remixes (note: no Peel Session) by William Orbit (tracks 1, 6, 7 & 9), Adrian Sherwood (2 & 8), Moby (4), Thurston Moore (5) and John McEntire (7). Released on two x heavyweight coloured vinyl LPs - 1 x transparent blue, 1 x transparent green, the sleeve comes with an adapted version of the original Japanese OBI strip and replica insert.2LP 36.99

Bob Dylan TALKIN' NEW YORK (+ CD) (BURGUNDY VINYL) (RSD 2022) LP 21.99

Bobbi Humphrey Baby Don't You Know Limited Edition hand numbered 12” – 1000 Copies: 40th Anniversary 12” release of much sampled “Baby Don't You Know” by fusion flautist, former Blue Note jazz artist Bobbi Humphrey, produced by Roy Ayers.re-created on original Uno Melodic art12" 14.99

Bobby Hamilton Quintet Unlimited Dream Queen 2000 pressed worldwide. First time on vinyl for many years. Reissue of the sought-after deep/spiritual jazz album, the first time it’s been pressed from the master tapes. All analog lacquer by Bernie Grundman. Bobby Hamilton founded the band Anubis in Syracuse, New York, and they put out their awesome ‘Ecology’ single on Charles Bazen’s Salt City imprint. It’s a highlight on the Soul-Cal anthology Now-Again issued in 2012, something akin to Terry Callier and Gil Scott Heron’s most soulful worksLP 29.99

Brian Bennett VOYAGE (A JOURNEY INTO DISCOID Despite its absolutely eye-popping Discogs stats, our release marks its first vinyl reissue outside of Australia, and its first-ever release on colored vinyl (blue with black swirl), complete with original gatefold jacket art. Limited to 4500 copies!LP 28.99

Brian Tyler The Fast and Furious: Tokyo Drift - Original Score The Fast and the Furious is the most successful movie franchise of all time, with almost 6.5 BILLION dollars in box office receipts from ten films over the past 20 years.  Tokyo Drift is often sighted as the best of the lot, and the musical score is definitely one of the most lauded among score fans.  Brian Tyler scored Tokyo Drift, (with an assist from Slash on "Welcome to Tokyo"), and went on to the score four of the five subsequent films.  This album has never been available before on LP.  The text only CD cover has been replaced with a new design based on Japanese manga art styles.  This double disc will feature an orange LP for sides A and B, and a black vinyl record for sides C and D, with side D featuring a stencil of the scarab beetle design that appears on the car belonging to the Drift King.   
2LP 30.99

Bring Me The Horizon 2004 - 2013 - The Best Of 2 x 140g splatter vinyl, best of album reissue, this release features all the hits from the bands earlier years and is supported by the band 2LP 31.99

Buena Vista Social Club Ahora Me Da Pena 1 x 180g black vinyl, 25th Anniversary, featuring a previously unheard track plus 3 others never released on vinylLP 20.99

Burning Hell (The) Nigel The Gannet Nigel the Gannet is the true story of a gannet in New Zealand, who briefly became an international media star when he died of old age next to the concrete decoy gannet he had chosen as his mate. Though the press spun his story as a lonely one, the song celebrates Nigel’s choice of solitude over social life, suggesting that he knew the difference between being lonely and being alone all along. Comes with a postcard.. of which 1 in 5 wil lbe signed by Mathias.7" 12.99

Camera Obscura Making Money (4AD B-Sides and Rarities) LP 26.99

Carina Round Carina Round - The Disconnection (Deluxe) Limited RSD release, 500 copies, 1 x Black Vinyl and 1 x Silver vinyl LP. First released in the UK in 2003, British singer-songwriter Carina Round followed the release of her critically acclaimed debut album “The First Blood Mystery” with her sophomore offering “The Disconnection”, solidifying herself as one of UK’s most enigmatic songstresses. Marking its official vinyl debut this special pressing combines the original album, including the UK singles “Into My Blood” and “Lacuna” on 180g black vinyl alongside an exclusive “Bonus Record” of rare live and previously unreleased recordings from the albums era on 180g silver vinyl, compiled by Carina especially for this releaseLP 26.99

Carlton Melton OUT TO SEA (SAILED ON EDITION) Long out of print Melton classic from 2013.. Given deluxe repackage. New screen printed "DARK NIGHT" Sleeve. Silver ink on black card.. Numbered in silver. Includes print of original front cover.. White vinyl sides A/B // Blue VInyl Sides C/D Out to Sea sees Carlton Melton expand the psychedelia and free outrock sound of their previous output to its furthest horizons. Huge rhythms, outta space riffage, sparkling synths, pastoral passages, searing shards of molten guitar, smothered ambience and gentle guitar-picking all flow together into waves of sound to lap at the shores of your senses.2LP 26.99

Ceyleib People (The) Tanyet Pressed on blue clear coloured vinyl. Limited edition of 2000 copies worlswide. Originally released in 1968 as an LA studio concept album, this instrumental album is a remarkable fusion of the psychedelic sounds of sitar and mellotron with angular guitar riffs and hard drum breaks. Featuring a lineup of Ry Cooder, Jim Gordon (Joe Cocker, Derek and the Dominos, George Harrison, Traffic, Frank Zappa, Alice Cooper and many more), Mike Deasy (Eddie Cochran, Phil Spector, Everly Brothers, Elvis Presley, The Monkees, The Beach Boys and many more), and The Wrecking Crew (Los Angeles' top studio session musicians). LP 29.99

Charles Mingus The Lost Album From Ronnie Scott's The Lost Album from Ronnie Scott's is a never-before-releasedlive recording of jazz icon Charles Mingus from Ronnie Scott'sjazz club in London captured in August of 1972.Features a stellar band with alto saxophonist CharlesMcPherson, tenor saxophonist Bobby Jones, trumpeter JonFaddis, pianist John Foster and drummer Roy Brooks.The limited-edition 180-gram 3-LP is mastered by acclaimedvinyl mastering engineer Bernie Grundman and pressed by RTILP 69.99

Charlie Mitchell After Hours / Love Don't Come Easy One record which has lately come to prominence is the brilliant "After Hours" by Charlie Mitchell aka Vic Marcel on an absolutely gorgeous slice of mellow Rare-Groove which recalls the Leon Ware vibe perfectly. Produced and arranged by seasoned veterans Tony Silvester and Bert DeCoteaux this incredibly hypnotic song was also written by top writers J.R. Bailey and Ken Williams. "After Hours" has grown in popularity particularly over the last few years with original copies now reaching the £200-£250 valuation.The flip-side is another slice of beautiful mid-tempo soul from the same production stable. Only one copy currently available the last time we checked, such has been the demand over the last two years especially. Quite why this record has been underground for so long is open to debate. Vic Marcel was under contract to RCA at the time hence the Charlie Mitchell pseudonym. Janus were also suffering distribution problems at the time which explains why the original is so rare. We're proud to finally make this 7" 12.99

Chet Baker LIVE IN PARIS Rare and previously unreleased live recordings of iconic jazz trumpeter Chet Baker from the archives of ORTF Radio France 1983-1984 presented on 3LPs (180g audiophile pressing) with deluxe packaging3LP 79.99

Chet Baker feat. Ennio Morricone I Know I Will Lose You The meeting of Ennio and Chet in 1962 was a sublimeencounter and couldn't have come at a better time for bothartists.For years, many Chet Baker fans weren’t even aware these fourItalian sides existed, as the four RCA songs weren't releasedoutside of Italy until the early 2000s. For another, when mostlisteners reach for the singing Baker, they usually turn to hiswork with pianist Russ Freeman, although these four Italiantracks are easily in the same league.In August, 1960, Chet Baker was arrested in Lucca, Italy. Hewas convicted of drug smuggling and forgery and sentenced toa year, seven months, and ten days in a Lucca prison. When hewas released early, in December, 1961, RCA Italiana organizedcollaborative sessions with composer, arranger, and conductorEnnio Morricone. In 1962, they recorded these 4 compositionsthat Chet Baker wrote while incarcerated.10'' 14.99

Chicago Chicago at Carnegie Hall, April 10, 1971 Chicago performed eight epic shows over the week of April 5-10, 1971 at Carnegie Hall in NYC (including two shows on two of the days). The entire weeks’ worth of shows was released as a 16cd set Chicago At Carnegie Hall Complete. All eight shows are being remixed by Chicago founding member and trumpeter Lee Loughnane, along with engineer Tim Jessup. For RSD there will be an exclusive Live Show Breakout on 3LP. Featuring either the originally released show on vinyl, or a new collection of the best performances from the week). Slip case w/ individual LP jackets3LP 89.99



Childish Gambino KAUAI Childish Gambino’s 2014 EP, Kauai, is a paradise-found exploration of nostalgia and the complex anxieties of romance, decadence and passion. From the pure pop brilliance of “Sober” to the cool closer “Late Night in Kauai”, Kauai is an essential postcard from the world of Childish Gambino. Available for the first time ever on vinyl, this limited edition Record Store Day release has been pressed on three surprise color vinyl variants randomly distributed through the global pressingLP 21.99

Chrissi Back In The Day Making R&B neo-soul and sitting amongst Britain’s world beating alternative black music scene Chrissi is a bright new talent in pop, combining the witty and emotive lyricism of Winehouse, with the avant-garde production style of Solange and the cultural potency of Jorja Smith. Born in Essex to a Trinidadian family; music is something that has been around Chrissi all her life. Her musical influences whizz across multiple genres, taking a circuitous route to the current day. From her carnival-obsessed parents who played nothing but soca, to teen years immersed in house and UK garage, to the later discoveries of neo-soul and R&B greats like Jill Scott and Erykah Badu; Chrissi’s music takes inspiration from a litany of stylistic sources.With a voice designed to reveal meaningful tales, Chrissi’s debut EP ‘Back In The Day’ is a kaleidoscopic exploration of the pleasures and pains of modern love which Chrissi wishes to share with the world. Where some might wallow in their emotional scars, Chrissi is content to tak
10'' 13.99

Christy Moore Ride On Ride On is an album by Irish folk singer Christy Moore, originally released in 1984. Its title track remains one of his most popular songs. A number of songs relate the actions of those involved in political struggles, or those affected by those struggles; such as "Viva la Quinte Brigada" which is concerned with the Irish contingent amongst the International Brigade in the Spanish Civil War; or "El Salvador" dealing with the civil war in that country in the 1980s. Other songs deal with Irish history – "The City of Chicago", about emigration to America during the Irish famines of the late 1840s; "Back Home in Derry" written by Bobby Sands about the transportation to Australia of convicts; and "Lisdoonvarna" celebrating a music festival that took place annually in that town until the early 1980s. Since Ride On is widely accepted as a landmark Moore album, it has been available ever since its original release and is regarded as one of the best possible introductions to the artist. The title track was written by LP 23.99

Chuck Prophet AGE OF MIRACLES,THE (PINK M
Age of Miracles is now on pink marbled vinyl for the first time outside of a limited German release in 2004.LP 21.99

Coldharbourstores Coldharbourstores REMIXED Enraptured Records presents a Limited Edition RSD Coloured vinyl LP titled 'Coldharbourstores Remixed', it's an exclusive LP of remixes all appearing on vinyl for the first time ever, released especially for RSD 2022. All remixes were commissioned especially for this album (except L-Shape's remixes of  Castle and ZERO) and are outstanding with each guest remixer adding their individual flavour to the mixes.LP 18.99

Collective Soul Disciplined Breakdown In 1994, Southern alt-rockers Collective Soul became one of the biggest bands in the country with the release of their breakthrough self-titled album. Not long after, however, they would find themselves in a messy legal battle with their former manager. That difficult breakup is documented in their 1997 follow-up, Disciplined Breakdown. While the writing process helped the group overcome a challenging time, it also resulted in a best-selling album. Released in March 1997, Disciplined Breakdown landed in the Billboard 200 Top 20 and earned a platinum certification from the RIAA. Limited to 7,400 units worldwide, this 25th-anniversary edition of Disciplined Breakdown is pressed on translucent red vinyl and features newly remastered audio by GRAMMY® Award-winning engineer Paul Blakemore and lacquers cut by Kevin Gray at Cohearent Audio. LP 22.99

Commander Venus The Uneventful Vacation Not long before recording his first songs for Bright Eyes, 14-year-old singer-songwriter Conor Oberst co-founded Commander Venus alongside bassist (and future Cursive frontman) Tim Kasher, guitarist Robb Nansel (now president of Saddle Creek Records), and drummer Matt Bowen (who would soon join the Faint and be replaced by Ben Armstrong). After releasing their 1995 debut, Do You Feel at Home?, the Omaha indie rockers caught the attention of Wind-up Records, who backed the group’s sophomore album, The Uneventful Vacation. While The Uneventful Vacation marked the musicians’ final record together, before they each embarked on their next ventures, this formative album has since become a cult favorite in the ’90s emo canon. To celebrate the 25th anniversary of the album, this reissue features red and black smoke vinyl and all-analog mastering from the original tapes by Kevin Gray at Cohearant Audio. Limited to 4,600 units worldwide, this edition also includes the bonus track “Congratulations!,” which appeared on tLP 30.99

Coolio IT TAKES A THIEF 2xLP, colored vinyl in a LP jacket with UV gloss “It Takes A Thief” is the debut studio album by Coolio2LP 38.99

Corinne Bailey Rae The Sea Her 2nd album. Not pressed since first release in 2010. Expensive and sought-after today, it gets a first coloured pressing for RSD 2022.A  Record  Store  Day  2022  exclusive  of  Corinne  Bailey  Rae's  second  studio  album  The  Sea,  for  the  first  time on  transparent  blue  vinyl.  Securing  the  title  of  The  Guardian’s  best  album  of  2010  and  a  Mercury  Prize nomination  in  the  same year,  this  reissue  remains  faithful  to  the  original  recording  and  packaging.  Cut  at Abbey  Road  Studios  on  180g  vinyl,  and  features  the  singles  I’d  Do  It  All  Again,  Paris  Nights/New  York Mornings  and  Closer.LP 22.99

Cranberries (The) Remembering Dolores 2LP version of recent digital collection that  + 3 bonus tracks. In celebration and remembrance of the late Dolores O’Riordan on 6th September 2021 which would have been her 50th birthday, UMe / Island Records in association with and with the support of the remaining members of The Cranberries and the estate of the late Dolores O’Riordan released a specially curated 15-track streaming-only compilation of songs from the band’s robust eight album catalogue.Compiled with the utmost care and love for the beloved vocalist and songwriter, “Remembering Dolores” is a collection of songs carefully selected by friends, family and remaining band members Fergal Lawler, and brothers Mike Hogan and Noel Hogan that carry special meaning and significance to Dolores. 2LP 26.99

Cure (The) Pornography First time on Picture Disc for The Cure’s 4th studio album from 1982. The artwork and the new cut by Miles Showell at Abbey Road have been supervised and approved by Robert Smith. Features the single 'The Hanging Garden' and fan favourite ‘The Figurehead'. The original design by Ben Kelly and The Cure has been prepared for a picture disc release by Robert’s long-standing collaborator, Andy Vella. LP 25.99

Cypress Hill The 420 Remixes From Cypress Hill’s debut album - for the 30th anniversary in 2021 two brand new remixes were released digitally - now pressed on 10" vinyl as an RSD exclusive.10'' 17.99

Czarface Czarmageddon Czarface’s All-New Czarmageddon Debuts On Record Store Day! The LP Is Housed In A Deluxe Gatefold Jacket And Includes A Wax Pack of Eight Czarface Universe Trading Cards That Will Only Be Included With The RSD Release! Hot off their two smashes for Marvel’s blockbuster film Venom: Let There Be Carnage, CZARFACE is back, triumphantly swinging into your universe with their new LP CZARMAGEDDON! Expect many twists and turns as Wu-Tang’s Inspectah Deck and Esoteric go to war with an all-new, all-different soundscape from Czarface producers the Czar Keys. Alt-rap icon Kool Keith shatters the lyrical glass and the enigmatic Frankie Pulitzer, who first appeared on the Venom soundtrack on Czarface’s Today’s Special, is back with guns blazing. Collectors will crash the gates for this all new chapter of the Czarface saga. Includes exclusive trading cards illustrated by Czarface chief artist Lamour SupremeLP 33.99

Dalis Car The Waking Hour Dali's Car was formed in 1984 by Peter Murphy(vocalist) (Bauhaus), Mick Karn (bassist),keyboardist, guitarist, saxophonist) (Japan) andPaul Vincent Lawford (rhythm construction).They took their name from a Captain Beefheartsong from his album Trout Mask Replica. FACT called ‘The Waking Hour’ one of the best 20Goth records ever made. This edition will be pressed on purple vinyl and hasbeen mastered from the original analogue mastertapes.LP 26.99

Damned (The) Strawberries A limited edition strawberry scented red and pink swirl vinyl of Strawberries by The Damned to celebrate the record’s 40th anniversaryLP 26.99

Dana Gillespie Foolish Seasons VERY rare  and sought-after 1968 debut album from legendary British singer (still active mainly in the blues idoim), only ever issued in the USA. Includes two previously unavailable tracks that were included on a UK test pressing, which as close as this album got it to being issued outside the US.Foolish Seasons’: Dana Gillespie’s first album makes its U.K. vinyl debut in this special RSD release of one of the great lost albums of 1960s British pop. This VERY rare and sought-after 1968 album from the legendary British singer-songwriter was only ever issued in the U.S. and over the years the LP’s reputation amongst collectors has grown with original copies now routinely selling for three figure sums. Although it never came out in England, Decca kept the masters to the intended U.K. pressing which contained two previously unreleased self-penned tracks; the blue-eyed soul bop ‘Goin’ Round in Circles’ and the orchestral ‘Come To My Arms’ which could almost have been a Bond theme. Dana would eventually become knowLP 21.99

Darlene Love MANY SIDES OF LOVE - THE COMPL An essential addition to the Darlene Love discography, pressed in teal vinyl limited to 3500 copiesLP 33.99

Dave Davies Kinked Kinked is a compilation of Dave Davies' work from the late '90s and early 2000s. A lot of this disc features selections from the 1998 collection Unfinished Business: Dave Davies Kronikles 1963-1998, which itself contained a bunch of re-recordings from the late '90s of classic Kinks tunes. That accounts for a little under half of this 15-track collection; the rest contains selections from the 2000 live album Rock Bottom: Live at the Bottom Line (four tracks) and 2002's studio album Bug (two cuts), plus a couple of relative rarities -- "When the Wind Blows (Emergency)," which was written for the End Hunger Network in 1997, and a cover of George Harrison's "Give Me Love, Give Me Peace on Earth," which was for a 2003 Harrison tribute album -- and a brand new tune, "God in My Brain," which was written and recorded in 2006, after Davies recovered from a serious stroke.LP 21.99

David Bowie Brilliant Adventure 4 Track Digi CD tracks as aboveCD 12.99

David Bowie Brilliant Adventure 12” 4 Track E.P. 180g black The BRILLIANT ADVENTURE E.P. has four unheard tracks from the 1.OUTSIDE era; ‘JOHNNY DOWNLOADER’, an early version of‘I’M AFRAID OF AMERICANS’ recorded during the sessions with Brian Eno for the album and mixed in November 1994 but not released on a Bowie album until 1997’s EARTHLING, an alternative single mix of ‘I HAVE NOT BEEN TO OXFORD TOWN’ and two tracks, 1.OUTSIDE’S ‘A SMALL PLOT OF LAND’ and the Jacques Brel cover ‘MY DEATH’, performed by Bowie and pianist Mike Garson at a fundraiser for the New York Public Theater at the Shakespeare Festival in New York on 18th September, 1995. The BRILLIANT ADVENTURE E.P. will be available on 12” vinyl and CD.12" 23.99

David Bowie Toy E.P. 5 Track Digi CD tracks as aboveCD 12.99

David Bowie Toy E.P. 100g,  5 track 10” EP black. The 10” vinyl and CD TOY E.P. (‘YOU’VE GOT IT MADE WITH ALL THE TOYS’) features the previously unheard  ‘SHADOW MAN (VOCAL AND PIANO MIX)’, an alternative stripped back mix of the TOY album track, along with the unreleased live versions of ‘I DIG EVERYTHING’ and ‘THE LONDON BOYS’ recorded at the final Glastonbury warm-up show at the Roseland Ballroom, New York on 19th June, 2000. The E.P. also contains three tracks ‘YOU’VE GOT A HABIT OF LEAVING’ (RADIO EDIT),  ‘SILLY BOY BLUE’(ALTERNATIVE ENDING MIX) and ‘CAN’T HELP THINKING ABOUT ME’ (LIVE MARK RADCLIFFE SHOW BBC RADIO 1 SESSION), previously only available as streaming singles and which are making their physical debut10'' 26.99

David J with Tim Newman Analogue Excavations & Dream Interpretations Volume 1 While Bauhaus have been waiting to continue their reunion shows, founding member David J has been trawling through his archive of tapes and diaries from the early 80s in coll;aboration with sound sculptor Tim Newman to present two volumes of unique spoken word and songs, including a vocal contribution from Black Francis of The Pixies and guitar overdubs by Warren Defever of His Name Is Alive and Adrian Utley of Portishead. Sleeve notes by Andrew Brroksbank of the Bauhaus ArchiveLP 22.99

David J with Tim Newman Analogue Excavations & Dream Interpretations Volume 2 While Bauhaus have been waiting to continue their reunion shows, founding member David J has been trawling through his archive of tapes and diaries from the early 80s in coll;aboration with sound sculptor Tim Newman to present two volumes of unique spoken word and songs, including a vocal contribution from Black Francis of The Pixies and guitar overdubs by Warren Defever of His Name Is Alive and Adrian Utley of Portishead. Sleeve notes by Andrew Brroksbank of the Bauhaus ArchiveLP 22.99

David m Allen THE DNA OF DMA Pressed on standard weight black vinyl. Extensive liner notes from David M. Allen contained insideLP 26.99

Dead Famous People Lost Person's Area 1000 pressed on black vinyl. The ‘long lost’ release from New Zealand’s cult-favourites Dead Famous People is back on vinyl for the first time in 36 years. Dons Savage's stellar songwriting, unique voice and extracurricular work with The Chills and Saint Etienne didn't result in fame, though the 2020 comeback album, ‘Harry’, showed her magic undimmed. To celebrate, Fire Records is reissuing Dead Famous People's debut EP for the first time outside New ZealandLP 18.99

Deadmau5 Full Circle Celebrating the 25th Anniversary of the label, Play records are releasing two classic formerly digital only 2006 albums, on wax for the first time from stella electronic artist, Deadmau5. 2 x Silver vinyl limited edition.2LP 26.99

Deadmau5 Vexillology Celebrating the 25th Anniversary of the label, Play records are releasing two classic formerly digital only 2006 albums, on wax for the first time from stella electronic artist, Deadmau5.2 x Blue vinyl limited edition2LP 26.99

Deep Heat Do It Again / She's A Junkie (Who's The Blame) We're all unabashed fans of Steely Dan so we take Steely Dan covers seriously. Mainly "why bother"? You can't improve on perfection right? However, when we heard Deep Heat's scintillating version of "Do It Again" we changed our minds. A totally brilliant funkier version of Steely Dan's first-ever hit which stands loud and proud in re-interpreting this classic song into something much more appropriate for today's more sophisticated dance-floors. Originally released on the tiny Detroit label, Cu-Wu, original copies soon ran out. There is currently just one available in the entire world for $1000 and that'll be gone in a blink. The smart money says hold on for a mint reissue on the original label.A great socially-conscious flip too, the uptempo funky "She's A Junky (Who's To Blame)". All in all, this is a killer double-sider and will also appeal to Steely Dan collectors and enthusiasts across the board. Expect strong demand. I mean who wouldn't want this within their collection? Absolute banger. Both sides!7" 12.99

Def Leppard High n Dry High and Dry, Def Leppard’s second album was released in 1981, and was the first produced by long term collaborator Robert ‘Mutt’ Lange, it was the album that cemented the bands status in both the UK and America. This version is presented for the first time as a picture disc    LP 25.99

Del Shannon ROCK ON (RED VINYL) First vinyl reissue since the album’s original release in 1991. Pressed on 180g red vinyl, inner sleeve features all the lyrics and creditsLP 22.99

Delvon Lamarr Organ Trio Live In Loveland! 1000 pressed worldwide. Red vinyl double LP. This live performance was recorded on RSD in 2018 outside of Plaid Room Records directly to tape and engineered/mixed by label owner Terry Cole. This show was the first time that the label crew had met the Delvon Lamarr Organ Trio in person, and on the day they were releasing their RSD release Live At KEXP! so it certainly a momentous today to be sure! And now, the whole live set is available on vinyl for the first time!LP 23.99

Dermot Kennedy Doves + Ravens Doves & Ravens is Dermot Kennedy’s debut EP. It was released on April 14, 2017. Five years since it's release, it will be pressed on Vinyl for the first time. 
LP 21.99

Dillinger Escape Plan Dissociation New coloured vinyl variant of the final 2016 studio album from pioneering metal band. Numbered but no download code. The Dillinger Escape Plan create maniacally intense, crushingly metallic, and decidedly hardcore punk-infused jazz-time-signature-invoking compositions displaying an unparalleled musical bravery, precision musicianship, meticulously thought-out and complex structuring, and rigorous physical endurance. Disassociation is the band’s 6th and final album from 2016LP 23.99

Dire Straits Love Over Gold (40th Anniversary Half Speed Master -War Child Version)Half-speed master of the Dire Straits album Love Over Gold, cut by Miles Showell at Abbey Road, to celebrate the album’s 40th anniversary.  A number one album in the UK following its original release in September 1982, the album featured two singles ‘Private Investigations’ and ‘Industrial Disease’. This limited edition reissue for Record Store Day will feature an embossed lithograph, plus an insert with a brand new essay about the album including a new interview with Mark Knopfler, and a certificate of authenticity from Abbey Road Studios. Love Over Gold is one of this year’s War Child exclusive releases in the UK.LP 30.99

Disciples (The) Imperial Dub Vol. 1 Previous unreleased compilation of vintage 90&#39;s Disciples output! Vintage &quot;Boom Shacka Lacka&quot; UK Dub, soundsystem-style!LP 22.99

Disciples (The) Imperial Dub Vol. 2 Previous unreleased compilation of vintage 90&#39;s Disciples output! Vintage &quot;Boom Shacka Lacka&quot; UK Dub, soundsystem-style!LP 22.99

DJ Cam DIGGIN
Diggin is a classic Hip Hop Jazz album, hard to find on vinyl. A must have in every record collection. DJ Cam Quartet is a live jazzy hip hop side project from DJ CAM. DJ CAM is recognised for playing an essential part in the world’s music scene since 1994. DJ Cam Quartet had more than 10 million streams in 2021.

LP 26.99

DJ Fresh GOLD DUST Finally the Double Platinum 1.2 selling dance classic gets a vinyl release 12 years after the original release on a Limited run of Marble Gold Vinyl, once they are gone they`re gone 12" 17.99

Donna Summer DONNA SUMMER-40TH ANNIVERSARY This newly mastered vinyl Picture Disc LP celebrates the album’s 40th Anniversary.LP 22.99

Doors (The) L.A. Woman Sessions Bonus content from upcoming 50th anniversary set; 2 full CDs of outtakes curated by Bruce Botnick that would go on vinyl. We also have the original Paul Rothschild on sunset of Riders that caused him to quit the record & could b/w  a demo of hyacinth house recorded at Robby's on a 7 ". Numbered4LP + 7" 99.99

Dudu Lima & Joao Bosco O RONCO DA CUíCA / INCOMPATIBI Originally written by Joao Bosco and Aldir Blanc and released on Bosco’s 1976 album Galos De Briga, “O Ronco da Cuica” is a samba/MPB masterpiece12" 22.99

Durand Jones & The Indications Power to The People 2500 pressed. Standard 7" 45rpm with a special white label for RSD specifically. “This 45 marks the label's 100th 45 and what better way to celebrate it than with a 45 from arguably our most prominent artist, Durand Jones & The Indications. This mix of "Power To The People" was the first new recording by the band after their self-titled album had been released.7" 8.99



Dusty Springfield See All Her Faces 50th Anniversary Expanded edition of this fine record (a compilation of odds and ends that actually made a very cohesive album), not available on vinyl since 1972. Includes 6 additional singles/b-sides from the era.Stunning limited edition of Dusty’s 1972 collection, expanded to two discs to celebrate its 50th anniversary in 2022  Features the original album plus a mini-LP of bonus cuts from the period, both re-mastered at Abbey Road - Enhanced artwork with added photos and archive material -Heavyweight BLACK vinyl -Long out of print Technically Dusty’s seventh studio album, See All Her Faces is a collection of tracks from the late 1960s and early 1970s, and released on the Philips label in 1972. The original album was never released in the U.S., though some of the tracks had appeared on singles there.  Amongst the many highlights was the bossa nova-influenced title track, another bossa style number, Come for a Dream, co-written by Antonio Carlos Jobim, as well as beautifully orchestrated pop ballads, like I Start Counting, a2LP 26.99

E. Lundquist MULTIPLE IMAGES Piano, synthesizer enthusiast, composer, and arranger, Eric Borders aka Captain Supernova, makes first release under new moniker, E. LundquistLP 19.99

Echo & The Bunnymen B-SIDES & LIVE (2001-2005) Demon Records is proud to present the first physical release of this collection, pressed on two 180g clear vinyl exclusively for Record Store Day 2022. Previously only available as a digital release, ‘B-sides & Live (2001-2005)’ brings together rare recordings by post-punk legends Echo & the Bunnymen. Standout tracks include acoustic versions of ‘Make Me Shine’ and ‘Nothing Lasts Forever’ along with recordings of ‘Killing Moon’ and ‘Lips Like Sugar’ from Reading Festival in 2005. 2LP 29.99

Elaine Mai Home Boy And The C.O.L. sage green coloured 180-gram heavyweight vinyl with printed inner sleeves and a matt laminate finish.LP 25.99

Electrified A.G.B. Fly Away / Fly Away - Inst Anyone got a spare $3000.00? That's what it will cost you for the ONLY available 12" copy in the world right now and one of the world's holy grail independent Jazz-Funk gems."Fly Away" by Electrified A.G.B. (All Girl's Band) is a flawless slice of super-rare New Orleans slinky Jazz-Funk which could have come straight out of a ‘70s Lonnie Liston-Smith or Patrice Rushen session. It's literally that good. Previously stymied by it's extreme rarity, we're proud to finally be able to reissue the 12" on the original Dome City label and finally see this hypnotic and infectious jam reach a wider audience. Expect demand from across the board as there will be much interest in this previously unknown classic.12" 14.99

Electronic Remix Mini album Bernard Sumner of New Order and Johnny Marr of The Smiths’ side project six track E.P. Including remixes of the singles ‘Getting Away With It’ and ‘Disappointed’ featuring Neil Tennant of Pet Shop Boys together with two further singles, ‘Get The Message’ and ‘Feel The Beat’, from the band’s first, eponymous, album. In addition, two further album track remixes, ‘Idiot Country (Two)’ and ‘Gangster’. All from the first four years of the band’s career.LP 20.99

Elton John The Complete Thom Bell Sessions For the first time in the UK, the complete Thom Bell sessions from 1977 (issued in 1979) will be made available on vinyl. Contains the original 'Are You Ready For Love?' and five other soulful classics. Original US release is highly sought after and pricey.LP 24.99

Elvis Presley BLONDES, BRUNES & ROUSSES (IT HAPPENED AT THE WORLD'S FAIR) (MARBLE SPLATTER VINYL) (RSD 2022)Original Soundtrack of the early 60's Movie "It Happened At The World's Fair" ("Blondes, Brunes & Rousses" in French). Fantastic album made up of alternative takes that for the most part have never been released on vinylLP 22.99

Elvis Presley LES DISQUES EN OR D'ELVIS (ELVIS' GOLDEN RECORD) (RED, BLUE & GOLD VINYLS)  (RSD 2022)This 3LP Boxset includes the 3 volumes of the Elvis' Golden Records collection, his 43 best tracks with alternative takes3LP 44.99

Erasure Ne:EP Erasure's Ne:EP is available for the first time on vinyl as aRecord Store Day 2022 exclusive.‘Ne:EP’ is a 5 track companion EP to Erasure’s Top 5 UKcharting album ‘The Neon’, featuring 5 tracks from the original‘The Neon’ recording sessions. This exclusive vinyl is packaged with a bonus CD including all 5remixes from Ne:EP Remixed, featuring reworkings by 7thHeaven, Gareth Shortland, Mark Robotham and TSF. The CDincludes 3 bonus, previously unreleased remixes. Erasure areset to continue their Neon World Tour with North America andadditional European shows in 2022. Limited Edition Transparent Purple Vinyl - One pressing only.Includes bonus ‘Ne:EP Remixed’ CD featuring 8 remixes, ofwhich 3 are previously unreleased. + Hi Definition download of all tracks. Limited to 1100 copies for the UK and Ireland.12" 21.99

Erika De Casier The Sensational Remixes 12" 17.99

Esther Marrow Sister Woman A long-overlooked gem from the Fantasy Records vaults, the 1972 album Sister Woman finds Esther Marrow incorporating socially-conscious lyricism with a blend of jazz, gospel, and R&B influences, backed by an all-star line-up of musicians—including drummer Bernard Purdie, guitarist Cornell Dupree, and bassist Chuck Rainey. Back on vinyl for the first time since its original release, this reissue of Sister Woman features all-analog mastering from the original tapes by Kevin Gray at Cohearant Audio and is pressed on 180-gram black vinyl at RTI. Housed in a tip-on jacket.  LP 30.99

Eunice Collins At The Hotel / At The Hotel - Inst One of the releases we're really hyped about! This was Eunice Collins ONLY release EVER! Released on the tiny Mod-Art label from Chicago in 1974, the hypnotically alluring "At The Hotel" has finally emerged from the shadows over the last 10 years or so. In fact, it's a bona-fide cult classic now with no less than three recent samplings by Lion Babe, Alkalino and Flamingosis. We are proud to re-release this totally unique recording on the original Mod-Art imprint. Also, worth checking is the out-of-this-world flute instrumental version on the flip. Probably one of the most individual Modern Soul records ever. Current value is in the £750 region for a decent copy. Expect plenty of all-round action on this and it should work across multiple scenes. Plus, it will sell forever. We are so lucky to get these works-of-art out there again.7" 12.99

Everlast WHITEY FORD SINGS THE BLUES 2xLP, colored vinyl in a LP jacket with UV gloss “Whitey Ford Sings the Blues” is the first album from Everlast, following his departure from House Of Pain and was released in 1998.2LP 38.99

Everly Brothers Hey Doll Baby 2021 is the 65th anniversary since The Everly Brothers released their first single in 1956 (“Keep A Lovin’ Me”). This new compilation is curated by Tom Petty’s daughter Adria Petty in conjunction with Don Everly and Phil Everly’s widow with the objective to remind the world of the greatness of the Everly’s, plus introduce the duo to new, younger, hipster audience.  This is not a “Greatest Hits” package. Whilst it does include some hits (eg: “Cathy’s Clown” – their biggest selling single), but the objective of this compilation is to highlight many of the lesser-known songs that are equally as good as the well-known hits. This will attract a new assessment of the band by musicians, critics and media, and appeal to a broader audience – selling to many younger fans who may not even have heard of the group.  The album will be released on baby blue coloured vinyl for RSD with a fresh, contemporary and hip approach to the cover art. 17 tracksLP 26.99

Everything But The Girl Night And Day (40th Anniversary Edition) 40th anniversary edition of the single ‘A Celebration’, originally released in 1982.  4-track EP, containing two previously unreleased recordings.
2LP 19.99

Fir-Ya Crying In Iran / Keep On Tryin' Another independent Rare Soul 7" which has shot up in price lately, is the brilliant and anthemic "Keep On Tryin'" by the curiously-named Fir-Ya, otherwise known as the backing band for Soul veteran George Perkins. Released on the tiny Star-Glow imprint from Baton Rouge, Louisiana, original copies are currently around the £300 mark and rising. Hopelessly obscure but such an incredible and uplifting record really does deserve to a reach a wider audience.A nice socially conscious flip too with the soul searching "Crying In Iran". Expect significant action from Modern Soul and Rare Disco audiences alike and watch this feel-good anthem ignite the dance-floors again.7" 11.99

Flame N' King & The Bold Ones Ain't Nobody Jivein' (Get Up Get Down) /Ho Happy Days Perhaps one of the most enigmatic of artists on the Rare Soul scene must be Flame N' King aka Oscar Wayne Richardson Jr, who ran his various labels independently since the mid ‘60s. It was a surprise when the group surfaced again with a fantastic uptempo New York dance track in 1976 on the tiny N.Y.C.S. records. "Ho Happy Day" found immediate favour with the Modern Soul crowd, but it took the next 30 years for it to eventually become a Modern Soul anthem and cross over to a wider audience. These days "Ho Happy Day" can be heard at numerous venues across the world and is a bigger floor-filler now than it was back in the 1970s. We're delighted to finally re-issue this classic on the original N.Y.C.S. imprint and watch it find even more audiences in 2022. An original copy will cost circa £250 these days, so there's already a heavy demand for this long-awaited re-issue.7" 11.99

Flash & The Dynamics The New York Sound Beginning in the mid-’60s, musicians were filling the clubs with an irresistible combination of soul, R&B, and Afro-Cuban dance rhythms. By the turn of the decade, the style—known as “boogaloo”—had evolved, often integrating socially conscious lyricism (in both English and Spanish), rock and funk influences, and a heavy dose of psychedelia. That sound is captured in Flash & The Dynamics’ The New York Sound—a 1971 rarity from the Fania Records vaults. The album—which marks the band’s sole title—blends traditional Latin melodies with distorted guitars, soulful psychedelia, and funky rhythms. Listeners will be transported to another era with jams like “Everybody’s Got Soul,” “Guajira Sicodélica,” and the trippy instrumental, “Electric Latin Soul.” Returning to vinyl for the first time in decades, The New York Sound features all-analog mastering by Kevin Gray at Cohearent Audio. Housed in a tip-on jacket, this special edition has been pressed exclusively for RSD 2022 on 180-gram purple vinyl at RTI for an optimalLP 30.99

Foo Fighters Making A Fire / Chasing Birds Originally intended for Black Friday, 2 Foo Fighters tracks “Re-Versioned” by Foo Fighters & their musical friends.includes contributions from  Dap-Kings, the Budos Band, Antibalas,  Tedeschi Trucks Band,  Ben Jaffe, Charlie Gabriel, Clint Maedgen, Walter Harris, Branden Lewis, Ronnell Johnson, Mark Ronson &  Preservation Hall Jazz Band. 7" 12.99

Fragma Toca Platinum selling dance act Fragma present their classic debut album Toca for the first time on vinyl, as a limited edition transparent blue LP release. Originally released in 2001, Toca was certified Gold in the UK (100,000 sales) and spawned a string of huge hit singles. Starting where it all began, the album opens with Fragma’s debut single “Toca Me” which became a massive UK hit and bonafide Ibiza club classic. The album also features further top ten hits “Everytime You Need Me” (featuring Maria Rubia) and “You Are Alive”(featuring Damae).Cut at the legendary Abbey Road studios, Toca is presented as a double vinyl on beautiful transparent blue records, to compliment the iconic ocean-themed cover artwork. Strictly limited to 500 copies, this pressing of Toca is a must-have for fans of classic dance.Speaking of the release, Fragma’s Ramon Zenker says: “It´s a bit surreal, that this is 20 years ago - time flies.  I'm still proud of this album and happy to have it available on vinyl for the first time.” This sLP 30.99

Frankie and the Witch Fingers Frankie and the Witch Fingers Remastered from original source tapes, RSD Exclusive colour vinyl edition of 4000. New Art, Spot UV Covers + New full color inserts that line up across the 4 reissues to combine 1 image. RSD Hype Sticker on Shrink. Out of print for years. Newly acquired by Greenway RecordsLP 18.99

Frankie Goes to Hollywood Altered Reels First time on vinyl for the sought after Cassette mixes of Two Tribes and Relax - with new artworkThe first time on vinyl for these legendary cassette mixes of the band’s first two number one singles – housed in a newly created Philip Marshall sleeve these versions have been previously unreleased and long sought out on this format    SIDE ONE: Relax  The Party Trick (Acting Dumb)  The Special Act (Adapted from The Sex Mix)  The US Mix (Come Dancing)  The Single (The Act)  Later On (From One September Monday)  Ferry Across the Mersey (...And here I'll Stay.)     SIDE TWO: Two Tribes   Two Tribes (Keep the Peace, Intro)  One February Friday (Singlette Version, Part 1)  Two Tribes (At Madison Square Garden, The Carnage, The Annihilation)  One February Friday (Singlette Version, Part 2)  War (Somewhere Between Hiding and Hidden)  One February Friday (Singlette Version, Part 3)  Two Tribes (Keep the Peace, Outro)    LP 22.99

Freddie Hubard MUSIC IS HERE Wewantsounds is delighted to announce the first-ever release of the mesmerising live performance by Freddie Hubbard and his quintet recorded in Paris at Maison de la Radio (ORTF) on 25 March 19732LP 29.99

Frightened Rabbit A Frightened Rabbit EP Vinyl reissue of A Frightened Rabbit EP to be released on April 23rd for Record Store Day 2022 as a 10” red vinyl . A Frightened Rabbit EP is an EP by Scottish indie rock band Frightened Rabbit, originally released on 31 October 2011 on Atlantic Records as a free download and on ten-inch, limited edition vinyl. Self-produced by the band, A Frightened Rabbit EP was the band's first release on Atlantic, and the first to feature contributions from guitarist Gordon Skene. The EP features guest appearances from Camera Obscura vocalist Tracyanne Campbell and singer-songwriter Archie Fisher10'' 22.99

Frightened Rabbit State Hospital Vinyl reissue of State Hospital to be released on April 23rd for Recordstore Day 2022 on Silver vinyl. State Hospital is an EP by Scottish indie rock band Frightened Rabbit, originally released on 24 September 2012 on Atlantic Records. Produced by both Leo Abrahams and the band itself, the EP includes the single, "State Hospital", alongside four tracks written and recorded in contention for the band's fourth studio album, Pedestrian Verse. The EP's final track, "Wedding Gloves", is a collaboration with former Arab Strap vocalist Aidan Moffat.12" 23.99

Future DS2  Future’s third studio album now pressed on teal colored vinyl as an RD exclusive.2LP 30.99

Future Sound of London (The) Rituals The much acclaimed Environments series returns with an exclusive to Record Store Day vinyl edition of “RITUALS” the first in the Environment 7 trilogy - a 13 track album of new recordings by The Future Sound of London, engineered by Yage.Delicate melodies collide with deeply fragmented electronics - surfing atop muted rhythms and beats. Unique and unplaced the FSOL are unrivalled in art-electronic. There will be 2000 individually numbered copies.LP 22.99

Future Utopia 12 QUESTIONS AFTER DARK (RSD 2 ‘12 Questions After Dark’ is the electronic leaning and after-hours themed accompaniment release to 2020’s acclaimed ‘12 Questions’ album from Future Utopia, the artist project from legendary producer and songwriter Fraser T Smith.2LP 35.99

Gabriels Bloodlines EP One of the most hotly-tipped artists of 2022, Gabriels release a RSD exclusive blood-spatter vinyl of their recent critically acclaimed EP ‘Bloodline’12" 18.99

Gerard Way Hesitant Alien Blue vinyl version of the 2014 release from the My Chemical Romance singerLP 26.99

Giant Giant Sand (Giant Sand) Tucson (Deluxe edition) Deluxe triple black vinyl LP in tri-fold sleeve with the bonus LP ‘Return To Tuscon’. Long out of print and featuring brand new liner notes from Howe Gelb. Ten-year anniversary of the extended Giant Sand family’s mythic rock opera; a unification of Euro-based Sand and their downhome Arizonian compadres on Howe Gelb’s filmic homage to his hometown. Expanded with the much sought after ‘Return To Tuscon’, the triple LP features exclusive remixes by John Parish, Ali Chant and Chris Schulze. This deluxe edition includes brand new sleeve notes from Howe Gelb, recollecting the album’s creation, drawings, notes and a plea to Broadway producersLP 29.99

Ginger Wildheart Potatoes & You Recorded at TJ’s in Newport, Wales in 2005, Potatoes & You is an acoustic live album which was originally only made available at live shows.Featuring Ginger, Jon Poole and Hot Steve, and guest vocals by Givvi Flynn, it has been given the Dave Draper (The Wildhearts '21st Century Love Songs' Producer) remastering treatment to bring this recording bang up to date!CD 12.99

Glass Animals I Don’t Wanna Talk (I Just Wanna Dance) Limited, numbered edition 12” continuing on Glass Animals’ Fresh Fruit x RSD tradition. Only 2500 globally for this release from a band whose last album has sold 2M units to date.  A-side has Albert Hammond Jr joining the band for a special version of the single and original version of I Don’t Wanna Talk (I Just Wanna Dance) on the B-side.  A-side is the original version of current single I Don’t Wanna Talk (I Just Wanna Dance) with Albert Hammond Jr. joining the band for a special version of the single on the B-side. 
12" 24.99

Gojira Live at Brixton Live at Brixton Academy by Gojira, the limited CD/DVD will be on vinyl for the first time as a Record Store Day 2022 exclusive edition. GRAMMY award nominated, Gojira are one of France’s most successful metal exports with four Billboard Top 200 charting albums, three of which charted within the top 40. Their DIY approach to their career have helped to make Gojira one of the most celebrated bands in the metal/hard rock scene.2LP 29.99

Golden Smog On Golden Smog First EP on vinyl for the first time ever. The 1992 debut EP from the legendary Minneapolis super group, featuring members of The Jayhawks, Soul Asylum, Run Westy Run and The Replacements.  Includes classic bar-band covers of The Rolling Stones, Bad Co., Three Dog Night, Thin Lizzy and MichaelangeloLP 23.99

Gong IN THE 70'S (PURPLE/PINK + BLUE/YELLOW VINYLS) (RSD 2022)Prog-Rock group Gong feature performances drawn from the '70s, seen as a key time in the development of the band that, 40 years on, still commands respect and interest!• Available as this amazing limited edition 2LP set with one MARBLE PURPLE/PINK and one BLUE/YELLOW2LP 30.99

Gorgon City Olympia – Remixes British production duo Gorgon City saw a stellar 2021 with the release of their album Olympia (now with over 200 million global streams), as well as performing sold out shows across the UK and US.  They are now set to celebrate Record Store Day 2022 with the release of a very special 12 inch vinyl EP featuring four of the favourite remixes from Olympia. Side A 01_Oxygen (Terrace Dub)  02_Dreams (Totally Enormous Extinct Dinosaurs Remix)   Side B  01_Oxygen (Franky Wah Remix)  02_You’ve Done Enough (John Summit Remix)12" 18.99

Graham Parker FIVE OLD SOULS (LIVE)
Limited to 800 copies on purple vinyl, Coming to vinyl for the first time ever, Five Old Souls is a live album from the legendary Graham Parker - back at his swinging best! Recorded in Southampton on his most recent tour, it features his latest backing band The Goldtops as well as appearances from The Rumour Brass. The setlist focuses mostly on early GP & The Rumour material with a few choice cuts from recent studio album Cloud Symbols. Well into his sixth decade as a performer, Graham Parker remains both idiosyncratic and unmissable.

LP 26.99

Grand Wizard Theodore, The Fantastic Romantic 5 Can I Get A Soul Clap 'Fresh Out Of The Pack When you get the chance to re-release a piece of Hip-Hop history, then it would be churlish of us not to surely? So, when we stumbled into Grand Wizard Theodore again, we thought it would be nice to get an affordable, mint 12 inch reissue out there of this early Hip-Hop classic.This is the guy who invented scratching no less. Two cuts that any music head needs in their collection, "Can I Get A Soul Clap 'Fresh Out Of The Pack" and "Hey What's Your Sign, What's Your Name, What's On Your Mind" Instrumental. This version hasn’t been reissued since 1982 and sells for up to £300, with the cheapest original at present clocking in at £200, over 10 times more than this “mint” remastered reissue. This is a crucial slice of musical culture right here - a double sided Hip Hop belter, with original Soul-O-Wax imprint labels.12" 14.99

Grateful Dead Wembley Empire Pool, London, England 4/8/72 (Live) Celebrating 50th annivesary of the legendary 72 tour.  5LP. Remastered by Dave Glasser. Black vinyl.BOX 99.99

Grouch (The) Show You The World 2xLP, Red &amp; Blue Starburst Vinyl2LP 21.99



Groundhogs (The) Hogwash 3000 pressed. 2xLP on black vinyl, packaged in tri-fold sleeve that replicates the original 1971 release. Back on wax for the first time in over 3 decades and featuring an extra disc of live BBC recordings from the same era. 50-year anniversary vinyl release of the original power trio’s second incarnation, now expanded with BBC In Concert versions of the album’s key tracks. An epic milestone and key prog rock definer, fusing their blues rock roots and their finely honed electric sound of the early ‘70s. This limited release replicated the original 1971 packaging, with a tri-fold sleeve, an absolute essential for fans of this seminal actLP 28.99

Guitar Ray You're Gonna Wreck My Life / I Am Never Gonna Break His Rules AgainOne thing that's become apparent, is the vast trove of super-rare independent U.S. Soul releases that crept out in the ‘60s and ‘70s, usually with only local distribution. Many of these records never made it out of the city they were made in and would have been doomed to obscurity if not for the international network of Soul collectors.Guitar Ray's incredible "You're Gonna Wreck My Life" on New Orleans’ music veteran Senator Jones' label, Shagg, is a case in point. This New Orleans gem from 1974 has recently soared in popularity with much in-demand original copies going for between £1000-£1500 apiece. We're delighted to be able to make this available again with a straight reissue on the original label. Yet another example of the buried treasures that surround us.7" 12.99

Handsome Boy Modeling School SO HOWS YOUR GIRL? 2xLP, colored vinyl in a LP jacket with UV gloss Handsome Boy Modeling School is a conceptual collaboration featuring Dan The Automator (Gorillaz, Dr. Octagon, Deltron 3030) and Prince Paul (Stetsasonic, De La Soul, Gravediggaz)2LP 38.99

Happy Mondays Uncle Dysfunktional On vinyl for the first time in the UK as a RSDexclusive on pink vinyl. ‘Uncle Dysfunktional’ is a fifth and most recentstudio album from Happy Mondays.Released in 2007, it was their first album since‘Yes Please!’ in 1992. Despite Factory Records having closed 15 yearsbefore, Tony Wilson personally assigned ‘UncleDysfunktional’ a FAC number, FAC-500.The artwork has been re-worked by CentralStation Design. Limited to 2000 copies worldwide.LP 29.99

Harry Stone issues, 1 Available exclusively for Record Store Day 2022 on blue vinyl, is Harry Stone’s debut EP ‘title TBC’. This is the first physical release from Stone, pressed on blue vinyl. Product Info: • 12” vinyl • 3-track 12” EP, cut at 45 rpm • Pressed on blue vinyl Tracklist: Side A 1. Loaded 2. Love Gone Cold Side B 3. Limit 4. Daydreaming12" 10.99

Hefner Maida Vale LP on Reign In Blood vinyl with DL. Hefner’s Maida Vale will be released on vinyl for the first time for Record Store day 2022 as a part of wiaiwya’s Hefner album reissue campaign. On the 23rd August 2000 Hefner played a very special show from BBC’s Maida Vale studios to an invited audience for the John Peel show. This was the highlight of a relationship between the band and the greatly revered DJ which saw 5 Peel sessions and four live concerts broadcast on his Radio 1 showLP 20.99

High Contrast True Colours Record Store Day Exclusive Colour Variant (April 2021) Double LP, each plater a different colour (riffing off the “True Colours” title) with an exclusive colour combination for Record Store day, then another for the main release around June 2021 (along side new digital package).  High Contrast has also suggested added "Fools Gold” on as a bonus track which appeared on the international version of the album and would be 1st time that tracks been album on vinyl.LP 29.99

Holly Humberstone The Walls Are Way Too Thin Limited edition 12” picture disc of Walls Are Way Too Thin, the current EP from BRITs Rising Star Winner Holly Humberstone.  Holly will be in the US for RSD this year, supporting Olivia Rodrigo on her massive US tour. 12" 21.99

Howard Mcghee Quintet (The) Music From The Connection Rare Bebop album from 1960, 500 only on Red Vinyl.LP 22.99

Human League The League Unlimited Orchestra One of the all-time greatest remix projects – every bit as good as the album that spawned it, The Human League’s Dare – Love and Dancing hasn’t been pressed since 2003 and, for its 40th anniversary, will be cut at half speed  and feature alternative/adjusted White artwork as well as White vinyl The album was principally the brainchild of Dare producer Martin Rushent, who was inspired by the work of the nascent hip hop scene and particularly Grandmaster Flash. As part of the process, Rushent cut up the Dare tapes and glued them back together. In total, over 2,600 edits feature on the album. LP 22.99

Ian Dury & The Blockheads Ten More Turnips From The Tip We’re celebrating the 20th Anniversary of the fourth and final studio album by Ian Dury & the Blockheads. ‘Ten More Turnips from the Tip’ was first compiled and released in 2002, two years past Ian Dury’s passing in 2000. For the first time ever this album is being released on vinyl, exclusively for Record Store Day 2022. The album has been remastered for the occasion and is being released not just on vinyl, but on white vinyl! LP 23.99

Iggy Pop BERLIN 91 (AMBER + CLEAR VNYLS) (RSD 2022) The Godfather of Punk is LIVE from Berlin, Germany, during the famous 'Brick by Brick Tour' This concert is reissued for the very first time and is available as this amazing limited edition 2LP set with one AMBER and one CLEAR2LP 30.99

Ike & Tina Turner The Soul Of Tina Turner A new, never pressed before selection of late ‘60s/early ‘70s gems from the Queen of Rock 'n' Roll herself, Tina Turner. Titles such as "I Idolize You", "Bold Soul Sister" and many others across a range of Turner's albums have been carefully curated to create a sought-after LP of her classics. This collection of her best funk and soul tracks is certainly one you won't want to miss, exclusive for RSD. Limited press, 500 units only.LP 21.99

Inn House Crew (The) Luanda 2 tuff afro beat funky style tunes, on the revitalised Southside Productions. 500 copies only!7" 10.99

Jacka (The) Tear Gas 2xLP, Tear Gas Smoke Vinyl2LP 21.99

James Blake Covers Released digitally at the end of 2020, the 6-track "Covers" EP includes stripped-back piano renditions of tracks originally performed by Frank Ocean, Billie Eilish and Beyonce (among others). First time avilable on vinyl.12" 11.99

Jasmine Minks (The) The Jasmine Minks Unavailable on vinyl since it's release in 1986 on the famous Creation label. We've added two extra tracks from the same recording sessions, that were previopusly used as B sides. Sometimes referred to as The Blue Album, because of the colour of the sleeve, we're pressing it on Sea Blue Vinyl in a recreated version of the original sleeve.LP 21.99

Jazz Sabbath VOL.2 (LP&DVD) Longtime Black Sabbath/Ozzy Osbourne keys and guitar player Adam Wakeman (as Milton Keanes), is back with Jazz Sabbath Vol. 22LP 39.99

JennyLee Heart Tax This record was started in so cal 4 years ago… And the bulk of it finished in salt lake city.. I was in dire need of a change .. I had so ,much energy , but wasn’t really allowing myself the space to fully realize my ideas .. I found over the past few years w the whole world being at odds and so much uncertainty, I was actually able to access the depth of my creativity in ways I haven’t before.. things were quiet, I felt calm and for the first time in a long while, I was comfortable w my introspection .. I wanted this album to be more lyrically based, and really encompass me as an artist , not just a musician.. I incorporated my paintings for the art, which I was also able to dive deeper with here in Utah.. and let myself go.. to be free.. instead of policing my every move, I decided to really allow the stream of my consciousness take over.. and through it I felt a lot of healing of old baggage and release of old energy.. while this album feels very present day Jenny, it also embodies a lot of old feelings I LP 19.99

Jessie Ware Devotion (The Gold Edition) - 10th anniversary August 2022 sees the 10th anniversary of Jessie Ware’s breakthrough debut album ‘Devotion’. The album proved to be a huge hit for Jessie, reaching #5 in the UK albums chart and gaining her a Mercury Music Prize nomination. To commemorate its birthday for Record Store Day 2022, ‘Devotion’ is being reissued on deluxe gatefold limited edition 2LP vinyl. LP1 includes the original album and LP2 gathers together 10 bonus tracks, most of which are being made available on the vinyl format for the first time. These include Jessie’s collaboration with Sampha (‘Valentine’), a re-work of ‘Wildest Moments’ with A$AP Rocky, a remix of ‘Running’ by Disclosure, the track ‘Imagine It Was Us’ released on the vinyl edition of ‘Devotion’ in the US only, and a host of very cool remixes from the likes of Joe Goddard, Ewan Pearson and Two Inch Punch previously only available on streaming and download sites. The gatefold presentation will be presented with a silver treatment and includes extensive new sleevenotes from Jessie on how 2LP 26.99

Jesus Jones SCRATCHED (BLUE & YELLOW MARBL First time on vinyl Pressed on 2LP, 180g Blue and Yellow Marbled Vinyl Japanese compilation album originally released in 1993 on CD only, includes a collection of rarities and remixes that are not found on any of the bands studio albums2LP 29.99

Jo Dog and Paul Black's Sonic Boom Everyone Rains On My Parade [Red vinyl] 180g CHERRY RED COLOUR vinyl – limited to 250 copies.New album from Jo Dog and Paul Black’s Sonic Boom. Based in California, Jo Dog is best known for the guitarist from UK rockers The Dog’s D’Amour and co-wrote the band’s biggest chart hit ‘The Kid From Kensington’ with frontman Tyla.LP 24.99

Joan Jett & The Blackhearts Acoustics Acoustics' is the first ever acoustic vinyl release from Joan Jett & The Blackhearts. This 8 song collection includes 5 newly recorded acoustic tracks from upcoming double LP ‘Changeup’, plus 3 previously unreleased tracks exclusive to this Record Store Day release. Includines hits 'I Hate Myself For Loving You' and 'Bad Reputation (Live In Los Angeles)'.LP 23.99

John Coltrane EV'RY TIME WE SAY GOODBYE (+CD) (SKY BLUE VINYL) (RSD 2022) LP 21.99

John Murry The Graceless Age Released briefly on vinyl on a tiny US label in 2013, a 60 minute album squeezed onto one piece of plastic, it is very, very hard to find and typically sells for $60 on Discogs when copies come onto the market. 2 x 12" This edition is a new half-speed master cut from the original source by John Webber at Air Studios in London with the album spread across four sides of 140g golden-coloured vinyl, in a gatefold sleeve reflecting the original CD artwork with a Spot UV finish and a double-sided lyric insert. 2LP 20.99

Johnny Marr Spirit Power & Soul (Vince Clarke Remix) Following his latest album, ‘Fever Dreams Pts. 1 – 4’, Johnny Marr releases the Record Store Day exclusive 12” single containing ‘Spirit, Power & Soul (Vince Clarke Remix)’ – a previously unreleased track, alongside the B-side album track ‘Human’.12" 16.99

Jon Hopkins CONTACT NOTE To celebrate RSD 2022 Just Music release Jon Hopkins 2nd album ‘Contact Note’ on vinyl for the first time ever. This exclusive pressing on 2 x 180g heavyweight black vinyl will come packaged in a numbered gatefold sleeve. Limited to 1000 copies.2LP 29.99

Jonathan Richman | The Modern Lovers Modern Lovers 88 35th anniversary edition of Jonathan Richman and The Modern Lovers' final studio album. First vinyl reissue, featuring all-analog mastering from the original tapes by Kevin Gray at Cohearent Audio and pressed on "Hot Nights Sky Blue" vinyl. Delivering a surprisingly lush sound, the musicians perform an upbeat selection of playful, acoustic tunes, including “I Love Hot Nights,” “African Lady,” and “Gail Loves Me.” A favorite title in Richman’s lengthy catalog, Modern Lovers 88 has been praised by AllMusic as “Quite rocking, with heavy debts to doo-wop and Bo Diddley rhythms, and a jolly (though not sappy) summertime campfire feel.”
LP 26.99

Joni Mitchell Blue 50: Demos, Outtakes And Live Tracks From Joni Mitchell Archives, Vol. 2 (title TBD)“Joni Mitchell Archives, Vol. 2 : Highlights” is an exclusive LP, featuring highlights from the second volume of the ongoing Joni Mitchell Archives series.  The release – consists of previously-unreleased, never-before-heard, extremely rare recordings from Joni’s archives and the historic release is created entirely with Joni’s insight, cooperation and creative input.Most notably VOLUME 2 follows Joni’s journey through the REPRISE ERA – widely considered to be her most successful years – which saw her release albums; Song To A Seagull, Clouds, Ladies Of The Canyon & Blue (which celebrates its 50th Anniversary in 2021).  This RSD exclusive highlights LP will be pressed on 180gram black vinyl. LP 33.99

Jonny Trunk A-Z Of British Record Shop Bags This is the first book of its kind, and could not be MORE PERFECT for RSD.Exclusive Record Store Day slipcase edition. 1000 copies only.Book 24.99

Jorma Kaukonen THE LAND OF HEROES (GOLD/BLACK MARBLE VINYL) (RSD 2022) LP 24.99

Joseph Cotton Zoom Zoom Shaka Tacka Here is a collection of 14 excellent tracks, both original and covers of classic reggae hit tunes, featuring some top players - Vin Gordon (Mr Real Rock) Ansel Collins, and vocalists Winston Reedy, AJ Franklin, and Ace of Diamond.LP 21.99

Joss Stone LP1 Purple Vinyl limited to 500 copies Produced by Dave Stewart. Includes bonus track "Picnic For Two (feat. Dave Stewart)". Originally released July 2011LP 26.99

Joyce with Mauricio Maestro FEMININA (RSD 2022) This fabled 11 minute+ version of Brazilian icon Joyce’s groundbreaking “Feminina” was recorded at Columbia Studios, New York in 1977, for the as yet unreleased Natureza album.12" 22.99

Jungle Brothers (The) Jimbrowski / On The Run The JB's 45' seem to be a RSD occasion now, with this third instalment seeing ‘Jimbroski’ and ‘On the Run’ from the Straight Out the Jungle getting an airing together on 7" for the first time, marking the 35th anniversary of their release. DJ Red Alert and Tony D produced gems from the golden era of Hip Hop, of which the Babe Ruth and Jimmy Castor Bunch sampling ‘On the Run’ is seen to be a formative track in the dawn of the Native Tongue scene. Black Vinyl in a Picture Sleeve Limited edition for RSD.7" 12.99

Karen Dalton Shuckin’ Sugar Previously unreleased Karen Dalton performance featuring seven never before heard songs.RSD 2022 release limited to 3500 copies worldwide pressed at Third Man on transparent, natural vinyl. Non-Returnable. Old style, Tip-On Jacket, and 8pp heavy insert featuring a treasure trove of newly discovered photos, and a 6,000 word essay by Kris Needs.LP 33.99

Kathryn Williams Introduction Kathryn Williams has had an illustrious career so far and to celebrate, we have created a compilation featuring a track each one of her studio albums so farLP 19.99

Katy J Pearson Waiting For The Day LP 24.99

Keane Keane 10'' CLEAR - 2 exclusive tracks, 'You Are Young' & 'Sea Fog', both 'Work In Progress’ versions from the album ‘Strangeland’  by one of the UK’s best loved bands. Keane have had 5 UK #1 albums and have sold over 13 million albums in their career.
10'' 18.99

Kenny Lynch Half The Day's Gone and We Haven't Earne'd a Penny [Album]Whilst probably best known as a prolific Pop Crooner during the earlier part of his acting and musical career, we must not forget his stomping disco success of the early eighties, released under British-borne Satril Records. “Half The Day’s Gone, and We Haven’t Earne’d a Penny” was a milestone moment for British Disco. Produced by Kenny himself at Satril Studios, London 1983, this record still encompasses that organic late-70s disco sound, with true instrumentation and minimalist electronic synth elements.This is the album’s first ever repress since 1983 and has been remastered in high-definition from the original analogue tapes. Pressed on heavyweight 180g vinyl, this is one not to be missed. Limited to 500 copies onlyLP 19.99

Kevin Davy & The Inn House Crew Golden Brown (22 Medley) An instrumental cut of the Strangler's classic in a rock steady style, b/w an original big sounding steppers track.7" 10.99

Kevin Rowland MY BEAUTY First physical release on any format for the 45th Anniversary of this wonderful live show.First time on vinyl for this 45th anniversary edition of Ultravox! live at the Rainbow Theatre, London – February 1977 Featuring the original line-up of John Foxx on vocals & harmonica, Billy Currie on keyboards & violin, Stevie Shears on guitar, Chris Cross on bass and Warren Cann on drums. First time on vinyl for 3 songs that didn’t make it on to the band’s eponymous debut album: “I Came Back Here To Meet You”, “T.V. Orphans” and “I Won’t Play Your Game”.  **Please note that due to the shorter running time of this release that we have cut the album at 45RPM for a greater audio experience.   12" 19.99



Kirk Hammett PORTALS Did somebody say solo project? You read right! Our very own Kirk Hammett has recorded Portals, a four-song instrumental EP, and will be celebrating Record Store Day with its worldwide release exclusively at your favorite local independent retailer Saturday, April 23CD 15.99

Kirk Hammett PORTALS The four-track instrumental EP was produced by Hammett and mixed by Hammett and Bob Rock. The ocean blue LP comes with a download cardLP 29.99

Kittie Spit LP 49.99

Kraan Psychedelic Man Limited Edition of 500 Purple Vinyl + Download. First time on vinyl for this 2007 album from the legendary German fusion/prog band.LP 29.99

la Femme PARADIGMES SUPPLEMENTS Following the release of their much acclaimed third album Paradigmes in April 2021, French band La Femme has released 10 exclusive bonus tracks in October 2021 in digital only, including their ecological anthem Trop de Peine and their sensual love song PlaisirLP 16.99

Lady Blackbird Did Somebody Make A Fool Outta You/It’s Not That Easy Not much more can be said about Lady Blackbird’s critically acclaimed album ‘Black Acid Soul’, with it quite rightly being regarded as one of the best albums of recent times. Yet hidden in the vaults there was one final track from the Black Acid Soul recording session at Sunset Sound, LA that never saw the light of day. Foundation Music are now very happy to be telling this last piece of the story putting out ‘Did Somebody Make A Fool Outta You’, a favourite of A&R and label owner Ross Allen that didn’t fit the flow of the album, as a limited edition heavyweight coke bottle green vinyl 7” for RSD 2022. Backed with a standout from the LP, the Deep South, Reuben Bell penned ‘It’s Not That Easy’, you have two cuts that reveal a deeper, soulier, southern side of Lady Blackbird, beautifully showcasing her voice, her band and the stripped production that allows her to shine unfettered in the glory of her soul and those songs.This limited edition 7 is sure to be as collectible as the first run of the album, where co7" 14.99

Larry Coryell FAIRYLAND (PINK/WHITE MARBLE VNYL) (RSD 2022) One of the best Jazz Fusion live albums... With Larry Coryell (guitar), Chuck Rainey (bass) & the famous Pretty Purdie (drums) Available on this strictly limited edition stunning Marbled Pink & White vinylLP 24.99

Las Vegas Connection Running Back To You / Can't Nobody Love Me Like You Do One of the more idiosyncratic U.S. independent labels must be the Hep’ Me imprint from New Orleans run by veteran Soulman Senator Jones. Very few of Hep’ Me's numerous releases made it out of New Orleans and the ones that did, tended to go into collections and nowhere else. Las Vegas Connection's ‘Running Back To You’ surfaced some time in the mid 1970s but there were never enough copies for it to take off. Hopefully that will change with this re-release on the original label.7" 12.99

Laura Nyro Trees Of The Ages: Laura Nyro Live In Japan A member of both the Songwriters and Rock & Roll Halls of Fame, Laura Nyro not only wrote songs that became hits for acts including The 5th Dimension, Blood, Sweat & Tears, Three Dog Night, Barbra Streisand, and many more, but has been cited as a major influence by Kate Bush, Elton John, Elvis Costello, Cyndi Lauper, Todd Rundgren, Broadway composer Stephen Schwartz ('Godspell, Wicked'), and countless others. She recorded 10 studio albums (one released posthumously), but a live performance from Nyro was always an event. Originally issued only in Japan as 'Live In Japan' in 2003, these 16 tracks recorded at Kintetsu Hall, plus 5 recorded at On Air West return as 'Trees Of The Ages: Laura Nyro Live In Japan'2LP 25.99

Les Baxter Que Mango 1970  album by famed by Exotica composer Les Baxter,  1st ever re-issue. Bonus Tracks. Green VinylLP 22.99

Levellers (The) ZEITGEIST (PICTURE DISC)
Double sided picture disc.First released in 1995, Zeitgeist was the Levellers’ Number One album and is now available as a limited edition picture disc . Featuring 3 Top 20 singles - Hope Street, Fantasy and the original version of the surprise Christmas hit Just The One - it went on to achieve gold status, with the Levellers making several memorable Top of The Pops appearancesLP 29.99

Lida Husik Fly Stereophonic 500 LPs on Clear Vinyl 180gm. Ex Washington DC native and now Portland Oregon resident Lida Husik has her 1997 album 'Fly Stereophonic' released on vinyl for the first time.LP 21.99

Limperatrice VANILLE FRAISE Vanille fraise, iconic title of the French sextet L’Imperatrice, is released on vinyl for the first time for Record Store Day12" 9.99

ll and The People WILL AND THE PEOPLE Clear and red marbled vinyl, reissue of the band's debut album for the first time on vinylLP 22.99

Lou Reed I'm So Free: 1971 RCA Demos I’m So Free: The 1971 RCA Demos' is a collection of the first recording session of Reed's solo career. Released on vinyl for the first time, the 13 tracks on this LP are an unprecedented addition to Reed's rock & roll life on record. The final iteration of these demos can be found across Reed’s discography including 'Lou Reed', 'Transformer', 'Berlin' and 'Sally Can't Dance'.LP 23.99

Lou Reed and Kris Kristofferson The Bottom Line Archive Series: In Their Own Words: With Vin Scelsa (3LP)Limited quantity 3LP set of Lou Reed and Kris Kristofferson's set from 1994 at the famed Bottom Line in NYC. We bring you another historic, once-in-a-lifetime meeting taking place during the winter of ’94 on that venerable Bottom Line stage. Culled from an evening that also included Suzanne Vega and Victoria Williams, there was perhaps no other pairing more perfectly suited to the In Their Own Words platform than this singular meeting of Lou Reed and Kris Kristofferson3LP 22.99

Luciano Luciani Y Sus Mulatos Mulata Vamos A La Salsa Reissued now for the first time, over 50 years after its original release, in 180g vinyl and including an insert with notes. RSD exclusive release.LP 20.99

Luke Haines, Peter Buck and Jacknife Lee Wild Companion (The Beat Poetry For Survivalists Dubs)   A breakout indie film success in 1996, Big Night has received new attention due to its star and director, Stanley Tucci's new Italian food-based program on CNN - Searching for Italy.  The soundtrack was also a hit with viewers with its large serving of 1950's classics from Rosemary Clooney, Keeley Smith and Louie Prima, who's persona plays a major character in the film.  This record has never before released on LP and is pressed on crystal clear vinyl exclusively for RSD 2022 LP 19.99

Lumineers (The) brightside (acoustic) brightside (acoustic) is the new EP from 2x Grammy award-nominated band, The Lumineers. This 12" colour vinyl includes x3 acoustic versions of tracks from their new 2022 album BRIGHTSIDE, with an additional cover The Cure's "Just Like Heaven"  Track List 1. brightside (acoustic) 2. am radio (acoustic) 3. justlike heaven (acoustic) 4. little sound (acoustic)LP 18.99

Madonna Who's That Girl / Causing a Commotion 35th Anniversary Madonna 12" x 5 track Maxi EP celebrating the 35th Anniversary of Madonna's soundtrack to the film "Who's That Girl". Featuring Madonna's song "Causing a Commotion" Pressed on 12" colour (green) vinyl. 5 track. Will include a limited-edition litho with the prior RSD releases.Double cover (Who's That Girl on front, Commotion on back) 12" 20.99

Mal-One It’s All Punk Dub Limited Edition LP 500 CopiesLP 14.99

Mansun ATTACK OF THE GREY LANTERN The iconic #1 debut album from british legends Mansun celebrated with limited edition 25th anniversary record store day picture disc. 2,000 only Limited-Edition Picture Disc for Record Store Day 2022LP 27.99

Maria Carey #1's A collection of Mariah Carey’s first 13 chart topping singles. Originally released in 1998, this greatest hits album includes the classics “Always Be My Baby,” “Fantasy” and “One Sweet Day,” along with 4 bonus tracks included on the original vinyl pressing. 2LP 27.99

Maria McKee Peddlin' Dreams 2000 pressed. Never released on vinyl before and pressed on black wax, an essential pressing from seminal songwriter Maria McKee. A lost gem, never released on vinyl, from the re-awakened singer/songwriter that falls between her Americana incarnation as Lone Justice and her near-operatic five-star stunner ‘La Vita Nuova’.LP 21.99

Marta Acuna Dance Dance Dance - 7" Edit Versions Peter Brown's P&P label is possibly the most collectible of all the Disco-era independent labels. The distribution was always patchy, the records would often appear out of nowhere and then disappear equally fast. Many of the artists were one-off productions or working under hastily conceived pseudonyms.In short, P&P has all the ingredients of the perfect label for diggers everywhere with records still being discovered some 40 years later. Little is known about Marta Acuna but plenty is known about the production team of Patrick Adams and Lonnie Johnson who were just way ahead of everyone else on this spacey Disco jam from 1977. It's been consistently popular on the cooler dance-floors for the last 20 years but suddenly the 7" has sprung into demand. A mint copy isn't far off £100 these days, so it seemed a good time to finally make the 7" available again.As per usual, this will be on the original 7" P&P label and mint (which is near impossible to find these days). Always handy to have a guaranteed banger on a7" 12.99

Mary Lou Lord She'd Be A Diamond 1000 pressed. New compilation, pressed on 2xLP black vinyl, collecting the Kurt Cobain favourites singles, rarities and covers. A busking beauty; a career spanning double album delve into the street corner soul of the Kurt Cobain and Elliott Smith-approved crooner. This new collection includes her Kill Rock Star singles, compilation rarities, covers of The Bevis Frond, Pink Floyd, Dylan, Daniel Johnston, Lucinda Williams and East River Pipe among othersLP 26.99

Max Roach WE INSIST!
Exclusive coloured vinyl pressing for RSD 2022 of this legendary 1960 recording by jazz drummer Max Roach and lyricist Oscar Brown, referencing the sit-in movement of the Civil Rights protests

LP 23.99

Meier, Dieter/The Young Gods Schüüfele / Did You Miss Me (Dub Spencer & Trance Hill Remixes)Dieter Meier (Yello) & The Youngs Gods (Franz Treichler) are two of the most glamorous representatives of popular music in Switzerland in the last 40 years and are exceptional artists - who are deeply connected to “dub” (in the broader sense of metamophosis).Now they gonna meet the best DUBBER in Switzerland and have one of their most popular and well-known tunes refined by the hottest Dubbers in Switzerland "DUB SPENCER & TRANCE HILL"!7" 14.99

Melanie C Northern Star The biggest selling solo album by one of the Spice Girls, Melanie C's 2000 album Northern Star has never been released on vinyl.  Features the number 1 singles 'I Turn To You' and 'Never Be The Same Again' (with Lisa Left Eye Lopes).  Includes three bonus tracks: 'Never Be The Same Again' [Single Mix], 'I Turn To You' [Hex Hector Radio Mix] and 'Follow Me', taking it up to 15 tracks over three sides with side 4 featuring an etching.Never before on vinyl, Melanie C’s debut album ‘Northern Star’ is a slice of 90s pop perfection with over 2.5 million worldwide sales to date.  Originally released in winter 1999, the album features international hit singles ‘Never Be The Same Again’ & ‘I Turn To You’. This exclusive record store day pressing includes three bonus tracks & an etching of Melanie’s iconic ‘Northern Star’ pose on side D. The album features productions by legendary producers Rick Rubin & William Orbit & has achieved triple platinum status in the UK & platinum status in Denmark, Germany & Sweden.  The bo2LP 27.99

Metronomy Posse EP Volume 1 Prior to their new album "Small World" (February 18th, 2022), Metronomy surprise released a 5 track collaborative EP on digital only.  Each song featured a rising artist of the next generation including Biig Piig and Spill Tab. This very first vinyl Edition of the EP, pressed exclusively for RSD on purple vinyl also includes bonus instrumental version of all songs. A Side / Main Mix - Original Songs 1. Metronomy x Pinty - "Half an Inch " 2. Metronomy x Biig Piig - "405"  3. Metronomy x Spill Tab - "Uneasy"  4. Metronomy x Sorry - "Out of Touch"  5. Metronomy x Brian Nasty x Folly Group - "Monday"  B Side / Instrumentals 1. Metronomy x - "Half an Inch [Instrumental] " 2. Metronomy x Biig Piig - "405 [Instrumental] " 3. Metronomy x Spill Tab - "Uneasy [Instrumental]" 4. Metronomy x Sorry - "Out of Touch  [Instrumental] " 5. Metronomy x Brian Nasty x Folly Group - "Monday"  Packaging specs : 1 X Purple Vinyl, PVC Sleeve with flap, Printed 4/0 Insert12" 14.99

Michael Chapman MAN WHO HATED MORNINGS, THE The Classic 1977 Folk album now reissued on 180m gram vinyl. Feat: Mick Ronson (David Bowie) Andy Latimer (Camel) & Keef HartleyLP 19.99

Mike Oldfield Tubular Bells II The fifteenth album from the highly prolific Mike Oldfield was co-produced with Trevor Horn, and a UK Number 1. A worldwide hit, this limited blue vinyl edition of the1992 sequel to 1973’s groundbreaking "Tubular Bells" reached double platinum sales.LP 33.99

Mikey Dread with Edi Fitzroy Gun/Jah Jah Style 10” RSD limited edition of 1500. red, green and gold  vinyl. 500 of each, distributed randomly.10'' 22.99

Moons (The) Stand With Me Limited clear vinyl 7” single for RSD, 500 copies only. Following their popular 2020 album Pocket Melodies, The Moons return with new single 'Stand With Me'. An upbeat number merging classic moons melodies with a hip groove and hypnotic riff. The Moons are a 4 piece outfit formed in 2008 by frontman guitarist/songwriter Andy Crofts now also a member of the Paul Weller band along with Moons drummer Ben Gordelier7" 8.99

Morcheeba BLACKEST BLUE REMIXES
Record Store Day 2022 sees Morcheeba have recruited Orbital, Gui Boratto, Kutiman and Voyou to remix four tracks from their latest album 'Blackest Blue' which was released in May 2021 , This is the second of a series of 12" remixes being released especially for RSD, the frst 'Blazed Away - The Remixes' sold out in 2019. This year 'Blackest Blue - The Remixes' includes British giants of electronic music Orbital switching up the signature Morcheeba 'chill' vibe of 'Namaste' to an electronic drum and bass dancefoor stomper whilst producer Gui Boratto's remix of 'Sounds Of Blue' is a progressive Electronica/Chill House masterclass!

12" 12.99

Most Wanted Calm Down / Calm Down - Inst This was THE crossover uptempo hip hop/breaks dancefloor jam in 1989. Played in many many clubs and rave scenes, this genre-busting, "The Commodores" sampling one-off is finally available on 7" for the first time ever using the original 12" artwork, on the original NYC label.7" 11.99

Motorhead The Lost Tapes Vol.2 Cassette tapes. Remember those? Those things with the dual spools and loads of wide brown plastic recording string that’d occasionally unravel and hang out of the shell, requiring a pencil and firm wrist to spin back into place? Yeah, well, once upon a time, old-school sound systems contained cassette decks for the express purpose of recording shows, and these “cassette” things were a standard part of every tour.  Motörhead were certainly no exception, recording show after show. They contain gold, pure aural gold, and had for many years sat hundreds of feet underground in a small cave Lemmy owned, guarded by small, hairy centurions in Roman armor with small spears and bad attitudes. Only the magic password would release them, and thankfully, Lem had scribbled it down and left it inside an old sketch book for us (no, were won’t tell you the password, although it did have the words ’nie nie nie’  in it). There were loads of the dirty, dusty, greasy little buggers gathered, with the likes of Lyon, Liverpool, Ham2LP 34.99

Muffs (The) New Improved Kim Shattuck Demos Dear Kim, This is the first project we’ve put together since you went away and I can’t say it’s been easy. The task of what, if any, extra stuff to include with the reissue of 'Really, Really Happy' was daunting but you, still ever present and in your own indomitable way, somehow ended up making it easy. You were always great at making demos, but at this point they were accomplished works of their own that were truly special. You made me this disc right before we recorded what was to become 'RRH.' You’d written lots of songs for this album, it was taking shape, we were ready to record & you replaced the many scattered discs with one or two songs on them that I had with this, a burn that you titled 'New Improved Trashy Muffs Demos For Ronnie.' I always told you throughout our career that one day I wanted to compile an album of your demos like Pete Townshend did with 'Scoop.' And while this isn’t exactly what I envisioned I think the world will be just as astounded and proud you for this work as me and Roy alwaLP 17.99

Mxmtoon TRUE COLORS EP of 4 songs by mxmtoon as featured in the video game Life Is Strange.Featuring ‘creep’, ‘in the darkness’, ‘every wave’, and ‘blister in the sun’12" 15.99

NEIKED x Mae Muller x Polo G Better Days Available exclusively for Record Store Day 2022 on orange vinyl, is NEIKED x Mae Muller x Polo G’s ‘Better Days’. The first physical release for the record, the vinyl also includes both the Acoustic & Regard Remix of the single. Product Info: • 12” vinyl • 3-track 12” EP, cut at 45 rpm • Pressed on orange vinyl Tracklist: 1. Better Days 2. Better Days (Acoustic) 3. Better Days (Regard Remix)12" 13.99

Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds Live Seeds Exclusive Limited Edition 2 x 140g Double Album on Etched Transparent Red Vinyl, includes The Mercy Seat, Deanna, Tupelo, The Ship Song & Many More. First Time On Vinyl2LP 31.99

Nick Lowe WIRELESS WORLD (TRANSPARENT GR Wireless World is available for Record Store Day Black Friday 2021 on transparent green with black swirl vinylLP 22.99



Nick Mono The Sun Won't Stay After Summer Rising star Nick Mono releases a special RSD exclusive 7” double single of ‘All The Money’ and ‘Anywhere In The World’ taken from his debut EP ‘The Sun Won’t Stay After Summer’.E517" 12.99

Nico Camera Obscura This edition has been remastered from the originalanalogue tapes on to 24 bit HD audio and will bepressed on blue vinyl. ‘Camera Obscura’ is the final studio album andseventh studio album overall by German singerNico, featuring the backing band the Faction. Itwas recorded in March–April 1985 and releasedlater that year by Beggars Banquet Records. It wasproduced by John Cale, marking their first studiocollaboration since The End... in 1974. It wasNico's final studio album before her death.LP 26.99

Nico LIVE AT THE HACIENDA '83 (CLEAR PURPLE VNYL) (RSD 2022)Nico's performance at The Hacienda, Manchester, in 1983 Available on this amazing CLEAR PURPLE vinyl with OBI strip, Gatefold album jacket, printed inner sleeve and original record labelsLP 24.99

Nightingales (The) Hysterics 1000 pressed. Back on vinyl for the first time in 3 decades, Hysterics is pressed on double silver vinyl LP. As essential vinyl reissue from the recently revived King Rocker stars. Following the release of the critically acclaimed King Rocker documentary (staring Stewart Lee), Robert Lloyd’s cult post-punk are selling out tours and receiving the long-overdue recognition they deserve. Long out of print, rarity-packed deluxe edition of their second album is a worthy follow-up to that of their debut and a harbinger of great things to comeLP 26.99

Nirvana (not that one) SECRETS Recently discovered album from 1960’s soft rock revolutionaries Nirvana. Strictly limited to 1,000 copies worldwide & pressed onto green vinyl.LP 25.99

Noel Gallagher's High Flying Birds Magic Secrets 2022 This 7” features Noel Gallagher’s High Flying Birds demos of ‘We're Gonna Get There In The End’ and ‘Trying To Find A World That’s Been And Gone: Part 1’ which were released at short notice as a New Year goodwill message from Noel to the fans for 2021 and 2022 respectively. A physical release of these tracks has been highly anticipated. These limited edition 7”s are individually numbered and feature exclusive artwork.7" 9.99

Offspring (The) Greatest Hits Greatest Hits - 1LP, Foil Version of Cover, Standard Weight, Color Variant - RSD ExclusiveLP 21.99

Opeth My Arms Your Hearse Candlelight present the latest edition of Opeth's progressive metal classic 'My Arms Your Hearse' on its 24th anniversary on limited edition vinyl, available on 140g purple/white swirl LP with gatefold sleeve.LP 29.99

Paradise lost GOTHIC LIVE AT ROADBURN 2016
Splatter vinyl 12inch gatefold album with quality printed booklet of photos from the gig, Exclusive vinyl release of critically acclaimed live performance of the entire classic Gothic album at the Roadburn Festival 2016. Only previously available digitally, British gothic metal legends Paradise Lost will release ‘Gothic Live At Roadburn 2016’ on vinyl exclusively for Record Store Day 2022. Vocalist Nick Holmes comments "We played Gothic in full for the first time ever, perhaps slightly apprehensive how it would go down live as it’s not really a ‘festival’ set. However I was pleasantly surprised with the audience’s reaction and it was a really enjoyable experience." Splatter vinyl 12inch gatefold album with quality printed booklet of photos from the gig.

LP 26.99

Patti Smith Curated by Record Store Day New 2LP compilation of classic Patti Smith tracks from 1974 –1996, curated by Record Store Day. Includes 'Gloria', 'Because The Night', 'Dancing Barefoot' and 'People Have The Power'. £1 from every sale will be donated to War Child.2LP 29.99

Pearls Before Swine The Exaltation of Tom Rapp 2000 pressed. New compilation, pressed on black vinyl. Featuring many unreleased recordings and rarities from the cult favourite and all endorsed by the Tom Rapp estate. The grand masters of acid folk, Pearls Before Swine outline the genius of leader Tom Rapp on an album created from a dusty box of tapes left behind by the incisive tunesmith. Never before heard recordings remastered to create the perfect route into the essential ‘Balaklava’ and ‘One Nation Underground’ albums that kick started a whole genre. This new vinyl compilation was made in collaboration with, and fully endorsed, by the Tom Rapp estateLP 21.99

Pete Townshend’s Deep End Face The Face This show was recorded for the German TV series Rockpalast in Cannes in January 1986. Pete Townshend’s Deep End were touring in support of his solo concept album “White City: A Novel”. Several of the musicians that appeared on the album were featured in the line-up of the Deep End including Pink Floyd’s David Gilmour on lead guitar. The set list has tracks from the “White City” album, other Townshend solo tracks, Who classics, Gilmour’s song “Blue Light” and a couple of surprises. LP 28.99

Peter Gabriel Live Blood Recorded at the Hammersmith Apollo, London, 23 & 24 March 2011 and originally released the following year, Live Blood is exactly what its name suggests – the live incarnation of Peter Gabriel’s New Blood project where he reworked a chunk of his back catalogue for a 46-piece orchestra.The album has been Half-Speed Remastered and cut to lacquers at 33RPM, across 3x heavyweight LPs, pressed on blood red vinyl.3LP 26.99

Peter Tosh Complete Captured Live First time available since 2002.  The legendary show was recorded in 1983 at the Greek Theater in Los Angeles and originally released as a 1LP highlights album in 1984. The Complete Captured Live features all 15 songs performed that night, including fiery versions of “Equal Rights/Downpressor Man,” “African,” and “Get Up, Stand Up” now on a 2LP set.2LP 36.99

Phil Lynott The Philip Lynott Album To mark Record Store Day in 2022 and the 40th Anniversary of its original release, Universal Music Catalogue are reissuing Thin Lizzy singer Phil Lynott's 1982 solo album ‘The Philip Lynott Album' on LP for the very first time, on limited edition white vinyl. ‘The Philip Lynott Album' has been newly mastered for 180 gm vinyl at Abbey Road Studios, and is housed in an eye-catching black and gold sleeve reproducing the original artwork. Originally released in September 1982, ‘The Philip Lynott Album' was the singer's second solo venture, following on from 'Solo In Soho' two years earlier. It was recorded and released between Thin Lizzy's eleventh and twelfth studio albums 'Renegade' (1981) and 'Thunder And Lightning' (1983). This 40th anniversary vinyl release adds the 1981 remix of 'Yellow Pearl'; a No. 14 hit in January '82, it was co-written with Midge Ure of Ultravox and used as the theme music for Top of the Pops between 1981 and 1986, but omitted from the original UK LP and cassette versions. Two further LP 22.99

PinkPantheress To Hell With It Bedroom-pop singer, songwriter and producer PinkPantheress has topped the BBC’s annual Sound of … poll for hotly tipped new musical talent. The 20-year-old from Bath, who moved to London to study film, first built buzz on TikTok, where she now has 1.1m followers, uploading tracks that span UK garage, jungle and pop. Her tracks Pain and Just for Me – the latter was covered by Coldplay – broke into the UK Top 40 in 2020. Her debut full-length project, the mixtape To Hell With It, reached Number 20 in the OCC.12" 20.99

Pixies LIVE AT COACHELLA 2004 Released on vinyl for the very first time, this Record Store Day 2022 exclusive features the epic 20-song set pressed on two 140g yellow and orange marbled vinyl with an etching on side D2LP 29.99

Poliça Give You The Ghost 10-year anniversary of Poliça's classic debut album GiveYou The Ghost, repressed on limited edition white opaquevinyl and limited to 1,500 worldwide.‘Give You The Ghost’ was on of 2012’s standout debutalbums, marrying as it did post-rock and R&B to stunningeffect, leading Bon Iver’s Justin Vernon to describe themthen as “the best band he’d ever heard”. Give You TheGhost’s influence on sonics and production can still beingfelt to this dayLP 25.99

Pretty Reckless Going To Hell Picture disc release of the band's 2nd album from 2014. Numbered but no download codeLP 23.99

Primal Scream Shine Like Stars (Weatherall mix) Previously released as part of the Screamadelica 30th Anniversary 12” Singles Box, this recently discovered remix (and accompanying instrumental) of ‘Shine Like Stars’ by the album’s late and beloved producer Andrew Weatherall is now exclusively released for RSD 2022. 12" 17.99

Prince Lincoln & Royal Rassess HUMANITY “Remastered 180 gram Clear vinyl reissue of the 1979 classic album plus Bonus Track. Album features New cover art, and full colour Insert with extensive Sleeve Notes by Noel Hawks.LP 19.99

Proclaimers (The) Sunshine on Leith (2011 Remaster) Kicking off with the hit single “I’m Gonna Be (500 Miles),” not only would the album become a huge, worldwide success, it would also inspire a stage musical of the same name. This expanded 2LP version now includes a vinyl side of rarities, including non-album tracks from their “King Of The Road” EP, plus another whole side of vinyl of sessions recorded for the BBC. “(I’m Gonna) Burn Your Playhouse” from their 1989 Glastonbury performance acts as a fitting finale to this coloured vinyl set.2LP 49.99

Prodigy (The) The Day Is My Enemy Remix Album The Prodigy have always cut a solitary path through the noise-scapes of electronic dance music. They've dropped epoch defining studio albums and delivered unforgettable live performances that have taken electronic beats into unchartered territories. Throughout this time they've remained resolutely focused on their own vision, inspiring legions of artists along the way. 'The Day Is My Enemy' is probably the most British sounding album they've released - British in a way that understands that the night time spaces of urban Britain are a multi-hued cacophony of cultures. 'The Day is My Enemy' is about the angry humanity existing in the decay of the urban nightmare. Specially compiled for RSD 2022 by Liam himself this selection of killer remixes is released on transparent red vinyl and includes remixes by Spor, Jaguar Skills, Rene LaVice and the celebrated Prodigy vs Public Enemy vs Manfred Mann Shut 'Em Up mash upLP 21.99

Rationals (The) The Rationals The Rationals are one of the cornerstone bands of Detroit’s ever-storied rock history. Artists such as Bob Seger, Ted Nugent and Brownsville Station were influenced by The Rationals. Coming out of Ann Arbor in 1964, The Rationals gave an authentic R&B twist to the new rock ‘n roll styles of the British Invasion. The Rationals broke through with Jeep Holland’s A2 label in 1965 and found a hit with a cover of Otis Redding’s “Respect” on the Cameo Parkway label in 1966-- reaching its way onto the Billboard Hot 100. By 1967 The Rationals were firmly embedded in the Detroit music scene alongside such contemporaries as MC5, The Stooges, Bob Seger System and the Amboy Dukes. They were frequently featured on bills at the legendary Grande Ballroom, as well as supporting acts such as Cream, Jimi Hendrix, and Pink Floyd around the Detroit area. Their sole studio LP was self-titled and released by Crewe Records in 1970. Their matured sound included touches of soul, hard rock, psychedelia, and the blues which spawned clasLP 21.99

Ray Charles GENIUS LOVES COMPANY
First time on vinyl for the classic 2004 Ray Charles album "Genius Loves Company", which features the legendary singer in duets with Elton John, Norah Jones, Gladys Knight, Van Morrison and many others Exclusive coloured vinyl for RSD 2022.

LP 23.99

Rebecca Vasmant DANCE YOURSELF FREE EP Released exclusively on 500 limited numbered vinyl for Record Store Day, Rebecca Vasmant’s “Dance Yourself Free” EP is the follow up to her debut album ‘From Glasgow, With Love”12" 17.99

Reigning Sound Memphis In June LP is neon orange vinyl in matte jacket + spot gloss detail + LP3 coupon for full album download. Reigning Sound’s Memphis in June is a document of Greg Cartwright and the original Memphis lineup of his garage/soul group in the pocket and on their home turf. Live from the Harbor Town Amphitheater, right on the river, they forcefully knock out a dozen songs across the band’s catalog with their friends, many of whom appeared on 2021’s A Little More Time with Reigning Sound. The live album is pressed on neon orange vinylLP 21.99

Rentals (The) THE MIDNIGHT SOCIETY
HOT FOIL NUMBERED EDITION OF 1000 FOR RECORD STORE DAY EUROPE 2022. UK VERSION BLACK & RED SMOKE SWIRL: The Rentals present The Midnight Society Soundtrack (A Matt Sharp & Nick Zinner Score) Artwork by Henry Abrams Mondo & Death Waltz Recording Company are thrilled to be releasing a new record by The Rentals for Record Store Day 2022.Inspired by the popular paranormal podcast The Midnight Society Matt Sharp (Weezer) & Nick Zinner (Yeah Yeah Yeahs) have created an expansive atmospheric soundtrack to life’s most bizarre and otherworldly unexplained paranormal activities.This is an unsettling yet beautiful record, ambient passages give way to menacing jittering Synths amid Nick Zinner’s familiar guitar tones soaked in reverb, conjuring up long dark highways, deserted buildings and dense woods that never end. The artwork by Henry Abrams compliments the audio perfectly.

LP 29.99

Replacements (The) Unsuitable for Airplay: The Lost KFAI Concert 2LP black vinyl breakout of 1981 live show (disc 4). One of the earliest soundboarding recordings of the band and features the original lineup. 27 song lineup. This is the final remnants of the band being a punky bar band. Features a slew of covers & highlights from early repetoire from Sorry Ma 40th box set featuring original lineup. 2LP 36.99

Residents (The) WARNING: UNINC (TITLE TBC) 1971-1972 Live and UnincorporatedDOUBLE LP SET FEATURING TWO LIVE SHOWS RECORDED IN 1971 AND 1972 PLUS THE COMPLETE ‘1-10 (WITH A TOUCH OF 11)’ ALBUM, RECORDED IN 1972 AND PREVIOUSLY ONLY RELEASED IN SHORT EXCERPTS.  This set captures both those live shows and a previously-unheard-in-its-entirety studio recording, ‘1-10 (With A Touch Of 11)’. Raw and unsophisticated, and deeply experimental with regards the studio material, all three recordings shine a light onto the group’s early, intrauterine period, capturing them performing together, and represent an invaluable part of their formative story.2LP 29.99

Rex Orange County APRICOT PRINCESS Limited edition colored green vinyl. Released to celebrate the 5th anniversary of Apricot Princess Full Apricot Princess album plus three previously unreleased live versions of “”Happiness””, “”Television / So Far So Good””, “”Four Seasons”” recorded at Radio City Music Hall in 2020. LP 21.99

Rick Astley Whenever You Need Somebody 1 x 140g red vinyl, album reissue, first time on colour vinyl, 35th Anniversary year, key artist releaseLP 23.99

Rizzle Kicks Stereo Typical  10th anniversary of the band's debut album. Previously only released on vinyl as an offical store run of 1000. Album features 'Down With The Trumpets', 'Mama Do The Hump' and 'When I Was A Youngster'.To mark Record Store Day in 2022 Universal Music Catalogue are making Rizzle Kick's 2011 album ‘Stereo Typical' available as an LP, on limited edition light green vinyl. ‘Stereo Typical' has been newly mastered for 180 gm vinyl at Abbey Road Studios, and is housed in an eye-catching gatefold sleeve reproducing the original artwork. ‘Stereo Typical' was the Brighton Hip-Hop duo's debut album, peaking at No. 5 . It includes the singles 'Down With The Trumpets' (No. 8), 'When I Was A Youngster' (No. 8 - included in the soundtrack to director Danny Boyle's opening ceremony at the 2012 London Olympic Games), the Fatboy Slim-produced 'Mama Do The Hump' (No. 2 - denied the top spot by Jessie J's 'Domino', despite a promo video featuring a cameo appearance from James Corden) and 'Traveller's Chant' (No. 44). The album waLP 22.99

ROB ROB Presented with replica cover art & obi strip. Red Vinyl Edition. 1977 West African funk classic heavily influenced by James BrownLP 23.99

Robert Lester Folsom Music and Dreams Rock and pop music are, by all accounts, as unfair as life itself. Imagine spending the prime years of one’s life, slowly honing one’s skills as a guitarist, songwriter, vocalist and fledgling producer/engineer, only to have the developed fruits of your labor passed over by industry, radio, even those who you may have connected with earlier. Such was the fate of Music And Dreams, a wonderful, privately-issued album released by Robert Lester Folsom in 1976 that’s very special to us here at Anthology Recordings. Available again on blue sea glass color vinyl exclusively for Record Store Day 2022. Limited to 2000 copiesLP 19.99

Roddy Woomble ARCHITECTURE IN LA / ATLANTIC Limited edition transparent turquoise 7” single featuring ‘Architecture in LA’ and ‘Atlantic Photography’ Ltd to 500 copies for RSD 20227" 15.99

Rolling Stones (The) More Hot Rocks (Big Hits & Fazed Cookies) 50th anniversary edition of a classic compilation. Original gatefold art / printed inner bags. Exclusive coloured vinyl. Embossed litho prints - photos by Gered Mankowitz. Remastered by Bob Ludwig / cut at Abbey RoadExclusive limited edition package for Record Store Day - celebrating the 50th  anniversary of this landmark double album release.   More Hot Rocks (big hits & fazed cookies)… offers hits, some of the best deeper cuts, and a whole LP side's worth of rarities that hadn't yet been available in the United States when this compilation was first released.  Originally released in 1972, this indispensable 25-track, collection features Not Fade Away, It's All Over Now, The Last Time, Lady Jane, Dandelion, She's a Rainbow, Have You Seen Your Mother Baby, Standing in the Shadow?, Out of Time, Tell Me, and We Love You. The rarities include their 1963 debut single Come On, early R&B covers of Fortune Teller and Bye Bye Johnnie, great slide guitar on Muddy Waters' I Can't Be Satisfied, (recorded at Chess Studio2LP 39.99

Ron Sexsmith Long Player Late Bloomer The 12th album by Canadian singer-songwriter Ron Sexsmith Long Player Late Bloomer has been long unavailable on vinyl and is being released on limited edition green vinyl for RSD 2022 The album is one of his biggest sellers with critics unanimous in their praise. Popmatters review is typical of how the album is viewed. `Sexsmith masterfully writes and performs a bakers dozen worth of savory pop confections. The tunes, produced by Bublé and Metallica producer Bob Rock, are snappy and sophisticated in their wordplay and instrumentation. Sonically, they sound beautiful; Rock offers Sexsmith a rich palette of musical colors. Every song comes off as crisp and sharp as a digital photograph.’LP 21.99

Rory Gallagher San Diego '74 A previously unreleased concert recording of Rory Gallagher performing at the San Diego Sports Arena in the USA. This 1974 period is regarded as one of Rory's peak live eras, most notably his album 'Irish Tour '74' which is his biggest selling record.For Record Store Day 2022, ‘Live In San Diego ‘74’ is an unreleased live radio concert recovered from the depths of the Rory Gallagher archives. This recording features Rory and his band playing a 7 song live set at the San Diego Sports Arena on February 8th 1974. This 1974 period is regarded as one of Rory's peak live eras, most notably his album 'Irish Tour '74' which is his biggest selling record. This release follows the RSD 2021 release ‘Cleveland Calling Pt. 2’ which came in at No.2 on the Billboard Blues chart.  2LP 26.99

Ryan Hamilton 1221 Ryan Hamilton's 1221 project is a collection of songs that have been released one-by-one over the course of 2021. After over a year of being unable to tour, Ryan Hamilton found himself wanting to create more music. So, he took to the studio and recorded the 1221 album, one song at a time. The record got its title after the 12 songs he released in the year 2021, and features originals, covers, and songs written by Ryan's songwriter friends specifically for this project. The unique release calendar for this album also allowed Ryan to showcase a variety of moods, themes, and genresLP 17.99

Sam Fender Alright/The Kitchen (Live) Fresh from his Alternative/Rock Award at the BRITs, Sam Fender releases a special Record Store Day 7” single of his tracks Alright and The Kitchen (Live). Pressed on white vinyl.7" 11.99

Sam Smith Nirvana Available exclusively for Record Store Day 2022 on smokey green vinyl, is Sam Smith’s Nirvana EP. Originally released in 2013, the EP features some of Sam’s earliest releases, including an acoustic version of their hit single ‘Latch’. Product Info: • 12” vinyl • 4-track 12” EP, cut at 45 rpm • Pressed on smokey green vinyl Tracklist: Side A 1. Safe With Me  2. Nirvana Side B 1. I’ve Told You Now (Live) 2. Latch (Acoustic)12" 18.99



Sampa the Great Birds And The BEE9 Before her critically acclaimed album ‘The Return’ (Ninja Tune),equal parts songwriter, poet, singer and lyricist Sampa TheGreat made her mixtape debut on Big Dada with ‘Birds And TheBEE9’. The mixtape won the Australian equivalent of TheMercury Prize (The Australian Music Prize) and featuresproduction from Slowthai producer Kwes Darko and Silentjay(who produced the lion’s share of ‘The Return’). Five years on it’s been repressed on yellow and orange splattervinyl and a liner note from Sampa The Great.LP 24.99

Sandy Denny  Gold Dust Live At The Royalty Gold Dust Live At The Royalty' commemorates Sandys 75th birthday year, and also marks the 43rd anniversary of her passing which falls a week before Record Store Day itself (21st April.)  The concert features a career spanning set that includes songs taken from 'Fotheringay', Sandy's solo albums 'The North Star Grassman And The Ravens', 'Sandy' and 'Rendezvous' as well as 'Unhalfbricking' and 'Rising For The Moon' with Fairport Convention. This final performance perfectly captures the folk-rock sound with a stellar group of musicians including Trevor Lucas, Jerry Donahue, Pat Donaldson, Dave Mattacks as well as Sandy herself. 'Gold Dust Live At The Royalty' showcases the quality of Sandy's songwriting throughout her career, and includes her signature composition 'Who Knows Where The Time Goes?' which was the first song she ever wrote, and 'No More Sad Refrains' which closed her final album. Remastered from the restored tapes, this release features Sandy’s spoken introductions to each song, comprehensive sleeveLP 21.99

Sandy Denny The Early Home Recordings 2000 pressed. Double black vinyl LP, compiling the rare Home Recordings of Sandy Denny. Never pressed to vinyl and in partnership with the Sandy Denny estate. Twenty-seven 1960s recordings of pre-Fairport Sandy Denny – nearly all making their vinyl debut! This essential collection includes two different demos of her classic “Who Knows Where the Time Goes” (and other songs penned by her – some later recorded by Fairport), plus heartfelt covers of songs by Jackson C. Frank, Fred Neil, and traditional folk songsLP 28.99

Santana Splendiferous Santana A new 2LP compilation (personally curated by Carlos Santana) showcasing highlights drawn from Santana's musical output spanning 2003-2019. It focuses on the too often underappreciated, yet creatively fertile period following Santana's 1998 induction into the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame and the massive success of 1999's‘Supernatural’. Tracks taken from 2003's‘Shaman’, 2005's‘All That I Am‘and 2014's ‘Corazón’, that stand with the best that Carlos, or his band, have ever made. 2LP 27.99

Sara Kays Struck By Lightning Sara Kays is like the one friend you have who actually listens and watches as much as she speaks. For the most part, her life is “quiet.” Her free time consists of hanging out with her brother and mother, playing soccer with her friends, and frequenting thrift shops. She loves warm beanies and also doesn’t understand “why people don’t eat croutons like chips.” When she does get “loud,” everybody else listens just as intently. She’s unassumingly built a rapt audience of 2 million followers across social media platforms, gathered hundreds of millions of streams, and received acclaim from Billboard, People, BuzzFeed, American Songwriter, Flaunt, FLOOD and more. Observations, thoughts, and truths straight from the Notes app on her phone inform diary-style stories often upheld by not much more than gentle acoustic guitar, soft ukulele, and a keyboard murmur. In 2021, the Nashville-based solo singer and songwriter makes a heart-to-heart connection on her Struck By Lightning EP [Atlantic Records] and more music on t12" 29.99

Satan’s Pilgrims Live At Jackpot Records Limited Edition of 1500 copies. Includes a show flyer for the performance. Pressed on green colored vinyl. In the spring and summer of 1999, Satan's Pilgrims were awaiting the release of their self-titled fifth album. During that time, an in-store performance was recorded live at Jackpot Records on June 13, 1999 onto a mono cassette recorder. Since they were promoting a new album which was yet to be released, none of those songs had been performed in front of a live audience before. Both Jackpot Records and Satan's Pilgrims agreed that this lo-fi boombox recording should be released as is and sonically unaltered, since it really captures what it was like to be standing a few feet in front of the band vibrating the entire blockLP 29.99

Scott Walker Boy Child The definitive Scott Walker solo collection, which has never been released on vinyl, to be made available as a gorgeous white vinyl with gatefold sleeve. To include beautiful photography with printed inner bags containing Marc Almond and Neil Hannon's original sleevenotes plus additional new notes from uber-fan Jarvis Cocker.Originally released in 1990, ‘Boy Child’ gathered together the very best Scott Walker-penned solo material from Walker’s first five solo albums for Philips. While the original 20-track CD from 1990 has gone on to become of something of a definitive introduction to the artist’s early work, ‘Boy Child’ was only available for a short time as a single vinyl LP with a truncated tracklist. With copies of these rare vinyl albums fetching high prices with collectors, Record Store Day 2021 sees the release, for the first time on vinyl, of the full collection as a deluxe, gatefold, 2LP set on 180 gram white vinyl and the additional inclusion of the classics ‘Thanks For Chicago, Mr James’, ‘Always C2LP 26.99

Sea Girls DNA Coming as a post album single from their sophomore album ‘Homesick’, out March 25th, Sea Girls release a special Record Store Day 7” single of their track ‘DNA’. The song was written at frontman Henry Camamile’s childhood home in Lincolnshire and recorded during the album sessions in Brixton with producers Topanga Canyon, Jacknife Lee, Jonny Coffer and Cass Lowe.7" 10.99

Sepultura Revolusongs 1 x 12" pic disc of this rare covers mini albumLP 26.99

Shankar Family & Friends I Am Missing You b/w Lust 1st ever single issued on George Harrison's Dark Horse Records in 1974 / Out of Print since 1974 / Features Geroge Harrison, Ringo Starr, Rave Shankar, Billy Preston & more / Produced & Arranged by George Harrison / 12" Blue Vinyl / "I Am Missing You" b/w "Lust" Released for RSd on Blue Vinyl12" 15.99

Sheena Easton The Definitive 12” Singles 1983-1987 Any ’90s punk fan will surely remember coveting a copy of Go Ahead Punk... Make My Day—a classic sampler CD from Nitro Records. Originally released in 1996, the album delivered early cuts from some of the biggest names in West Coast punk, including AFI, the Offspring, and the Vandals. Available for the very first time on vinyl, Go Ahead Punk... Make My Day features ten high-energy tracks from AFI, Guttermouth, Jughead’s Revenge, The Vandals, and The Offspring, including the latter band’s cover of “Hey Joe”—a long-sought-after fan favorite, which was previously exclusive to this compilation. Pressed on orange splatter vinyl. 2LP 29.99

Shocking Blue At Home-The Singles Remastered 10” "Venus",  "Mighty Joe" and “Send Me A Postcard”. bonus B-sides from long out-of-print 45s.10'' 22.99

Simon Fowler & Oscar Harrison LIVE ON THE RIVER BOAT (BLUE V 180g Translucent Blue Vinyl First time on vinyl Previously only available on CD as part of a limited 3000 run for the fan club2LP 29.99

Simple Minds 5 X 5 LIVE (RED, WHITE & BLUE The complete album is now released on vinyl for the first time, pressed on three 180g red, white and blue vinyl exclusively for Record Store Day 20223LP 35.99

Skunk Anansie AN ACOUSTIC SKUNK ANANSIE - LIVE IN LONDON
Strictly limited to 1,000 copies on 2LP turquoise and pink vinyl. An Acoustic Skunk Anansie is finally coming to vinyl! Originally released in 2013, the band's first live album showcases Skin, Ace, Cass & Mark in an acoustic setting. The setlist boasts a career-spanning selection with all the hits plus rarely-played tracks chosen specially for the gig. 

LP 31.99

Sky's The Limit Don't Be Afraid / Don't Be Afraid - Inst One of the plus points of being in the reissue business, is that some records are easier to license then to try and find a copy of! Sky's The Limit's incredible "Don't Be Afraid" is a case in point.Released on the tiny J.M.J. label in 1976, this was essentially a private pressing by the group and was more likely to have been given away at gigs rather than sold through record shops. It's incredibly rare - an original these days is around the £750-£800 mark and that's if you're lucky enough to see one. All for good reason though. "Don't Be Afraid" is a prime slice of vintage Jazz-Funk. The vocal side shows off Sky's The Limit's vocal prowess with gorgeous harmonies over an insistent groove.However, the big attraction on this double-sider, is the incredibly hypnotic instrumental workout with a fantastic Patrick Adam's like free-form synth making the instrumental almost another song. One of the dreamiest Jazz-Funk instrumentals you'll ever hear. As per usual, this will be a very in-demand release from the word go7" 12.99

Slade Ballzy The provocative, yet spectacular US-only debut release from Slade (Ambrose Slade), ‘Ballzy’ laid the foundations for the rock bands path to their legendary status. Slade and BMG are proud to reissue their debut US LP ‘Ballzy’ for the first time on beautiful transparent blue vinyl. This product has never been released outside of the US market, so will touch the hands of fans worldwide for the first time.  Slade were unstoppable throughout the seventies becoming one of Europe's biggest bands, releasing 6 smash hit albums, including three UK No-1’s, a run of 17 consecutive Top 20 singles and their hits are synonymous with the glam era. This limited edition product is a key component of the Slade catalogueLP 26.99

Sleep Token Sundowning Sleep Token release their cult status debut album 'Sundowning' on x2 140g coloured vinyl featuring a gatefold sleeve and CMYK 2LP 29.99

Sound (The) COUNTING THE DAYS (CLEAR VINYL The complete collection is now issued on vinyl for the very first time, pressed on two 180g clear vinyl2LP 29.99

Soundtrack Blue Velvet - Original Motion Picture Soundtrack (Angelo Badalamenti)Blue Velvet is David Lynch’s unforgettable 1986 masterwork, starring Kyle MacLachlan as a curious college student, Isabella Rosselini, as a tormented lounge singer, and Dennis Hopper, as an emotional gas-sniffing psychopath.  Blue Velvet was Lynch’s first collaboration with his longtime composer and musical partner, Angelo Badalamenti, who channels Lynch’s unique vision with a dark, moody yet melodic score, at turns agitated and violent, soaring with sublime beauty, and hanging cool with ’50s-style jazz. The long available single LP has been expanded by 60 minutes to a 2 LP Deluxe Edition with the addition of the famous 1963 recording of “Blue Velvet,” performed by Bobby Vinton as well as previously unreleased film cues, alternates and outtakes entitled “Lumberton Firewood.” Although Blue Velvet was scored more traditionally than later Lynch projects, the director and composer intended many tracks to be merely “firewood,” their term for raw orchestral sonorities to be edited and manipulated into sound design 
2LP 30.99

Soundtrack Breakin': Original Motion Picture Soundtrack Hip Hop. 3000 pressed worldwide. First time on vinyl for many years. Permanently Exclusive color variant. Out Of Print On Vinyl For Nearly A Decade Get On Down Presents This Pivital Soundtrack For RSD in a never to be repeated Coke Bottle Clear Pressing. The 1984 film Breakin' is for many a reference point for the explosion of hip-hop in the United States and across the world. With its colorful cast of characters and dazzling array of dance moves, the movie became an international hit and the soundtrack captures the sounds that inspired an entire generation of breakers and b-boys to push their craft to new heights. LP 29.99

Soundtrack Doctor Who - DEAD AIR (WAVEFORM VINYL) 140g Soundwave Green Vinyl First time on vinyl An exclusive-to-audio Doctor Who adventure, featuring the Tenth Doctor, played by David Tennant in the acclaimed hit BBC TV series. In 2020 David Tennant was voted the most popular Doctor of all time in a Radio Times poll of 50,000 Doctor Who fans. Dead Air was voted Audiobook of the Year 2010 in a poll by audiobooks.co.uk2LP 29.99

Soundtrack Escape From New York (main Theme) (John Carpenter) 7” The main theme from the Original Soundtrack of one of the most iconic film theres ever!7" 14.99

Soundtrack L’Uomo Dagli Occhiali a Specchio (Sandro Brugnolini) Repressed by Redi Edizioni on clear transparent vinyl for Record Store Day 2022.Audio remastered from original tapes. ITALIAN LIBRARY MUSIC MASTERPIECE!LP 38.99

Soundtrack La Dama Rossa Uccide Sette Volte (The Red Queen Kills Seven Times) Bruno NicolaiLA DAMA ROSSA UCCIDE SETTE VOLTE—The Red Queen Kills Seven Times—blurs the line between thriller and horror. The cult success it enjoys can be attributed to its aesthetics that encapsulate the essence of the Italian thriller. Bruno Nicolai’s score for The Red Queen Kills Seven Times flawlessly brings together the pop and underground music sensitivity of the 1970s with the gothic nuances of the plot thanks to a clever use of harpsichords. The result is a pivotal score, not just because of the importance of the film itself, but for the whole golden age of the soundtrack genre. Exquisite, sweet and sensual lounge tracks are counterbalanced by tense, deranged and suspense-filled dodecaphonic highlights and by obstinate bass lines that become the perfect soundtrack for the Red Queen’s murders or the victims’ desperate getaways. The album is part of CAM Sugar’s PAURA, a series of standalone soundtrack releases that follow the same-titled compilation which explores rare and unreleased horror gems from the label archLP 30.99

Soundtrack Lost In Space - Title Themes From The Hit TV Series (John Willims)Pressed on purple colored vinyl &amp; limited to 1,000 LPs for Record Store Day 2022. Package includes brand new liner notes by producer Kevin Burns plus rare photo stills from the original series.LP 33.99

Soundtrack LOUIS THEROUX: MY SCIENTOLOGY MOVIE 
Exclusive a/b sunflower yellow and c/d azure blue colour & exclusive 'Movie Poster' pull out, First time pressing on Limited Coloured Vinyl for Record Store Day 2022 Written and performed by soundtrack composer Dan Jones the score soundtrack to Louis Theroux's critically acclaimed 2016 film ‘My Scientology Movie’, comes on a Limited Edition Coloured Vinyl with an exclusive 'Movie Poster' pull out Art Print Limited to 700 copies.

2LP 33.99

Soundtrack Mimic  - Original Soundtrack Mimic was Guillermo del Toro's first big budget English language film, and the second film composed by Marco Beltrami who had just completed Scream. The soundtrack has never been released on vinyl and features new original artwork and a triptych jacket design which displays the creatures multiple faces.  Pressed on green vinyl just for RSD 2022LP 30.99

Soundtrack Sailing By (Theme BBC R4 Shipping forecast) 7” theme to BBC R4 late-night Shipping Forecast. Jarvis Cocker's  chosen  Desert Island Disc!7" 12.99

Soundtrack SANS MOBILE APPARENT (ENNIO MORRICONE) Finally, this wonderful soundtrack is widely available in all its glory replete with new artwork and remastered audio. Wewantsounds is delighted to present one of Ennio Morricone’s best and least known soundtracks for the 1971 cult French crime film ‘Sans Mobile Apparent’ directed by Philippe Labro. LP 26.99

Soundtrack SHADOW OF THE VAMPIRE 
Valentine Red colour LP , Original Motion Picture Soundtrack by Dan Jones with the BBC National Orchestra of Wales The Horror Movie ’Shadow of the Vampire’ was released in 2000 and starred John Malkovich and Willem Defoe. Never before released on Vinyl the soundtrack gets a special one off pressing on Coloured Vinyl for Record Store Day 2022 Limited to 500 copies.

LP 22.99

Soundtrack The Cowboys  - Original Soundtrack (John Williams) 50th anniversary release celebrating the John Wayne western with a score composed by the living legend, John Williams.  The Cowboys was the maestro's biggest pre-Star Wars score.  A much needed restoration job featuring a complete rebuild, remix, remastering and expansion was done for a 3000 unit limited edition CD re-issue that came out in 2018 and sold out.  This double LP is the first ever official LP release and is pressed on gold vinyl exclusively for RSD 2022 
2LP 30.99

Soundtrack The Hitcher (Mark Isham) 80s cutting edge electronics and spaced Jazzy motifs, the score  has since achieved cult status.LP 26.99

Soundtrack The Parallax View Limited and exclusive colour vinyl with Numbered alt art print for RSD22: Art Print Image with sleeve images. 400 blue vinyl edition available for UK with the Abraham Lincoln print. Cinema Paradiso Recordings is proud to announce the release of the soundtrack to the motion picture The Parallax View, on vinyl for the first time ever. Based on the book by Loren Singer, The Parallax View is directed and produced by Alan J. Pakula as the second installment of his “political paranoia” trilogy—alongside Klute (1971) and All The President’s Men (1976). With cinematography by Gordon Willis (The Godfather trilogy, Annie Hall) and starring Warren Beatty, this political thriller from 1974 is perhaps even more relevant today than it was back thenLP 26.99

Soundtrack The Royal Tenenbaums LP 44.99

Soundtrack The Tamarind Seed (John Barry) 1st re-issue ever of 1974 score.2LP 29.99

Soundtrack Trio Infernale (Ennio Morricone) Limited to 500 copies on magenta marbled vinyl.For his score to the 1974 European thriller, Il Trio Infernale the revered Italian composer Ennio Morricone conjured up dark, elegant pieces that echo the tone of the film. Highlights of the album include the dreamy, string-laden "Acide et Charme" and the playful yet ominous title trackLP 39.99

Soundtrack Una Pistola Per Ringo/Il Ritorno di Ringo (Ennio Morricone) Limited Edition clear red vinyl.LP 38.99

St. Vincent The Nowhere Inn The soundtrack accompaniment to the film of the same title, The Nowhere Inn. Features three original St. Vincent songs: “Nowhere Inn”, “Palm Desert” and “Wave”.The Bill Benz-directed film features St. Vincent, Carrie Brownstein & was released Friday, 17th September in the US. Website: https://nowhereinn.movieLP 27.99

Steve Earle UP AGAINST THE WALL REDNECK M This recording is pressed on a clear vinyl 7” record at 45 rpm. This pressing is limited to 4,000 copies worldwide7" 14.99

Stevie Nicks Bella Donna (Deluxe Edition) (2LP) 2 LPs - Remastered Original Album + Studio Bonus Tracks from the 3CD Bella Donna Deluxe Edition -First time on vinyl2LP 44.99

Stezo To The Max / It's My Turn This hip hop dancefloor gem from 1989 has been lovingly remastered and reissued in Tribute to Stezo's sad and far too early passing last year! The original '89 copies, backed with the equally strong "It's My Turn" are changing hands for £100+ and the iconic label Sleeping Bag Records can't have that! This isn't Antiques Roadshow, music is for all...but this is a rare find! Original '89 designed Sleeping Bag Sleeve. Often played by Steve Lamaq on 6 Music which surprises us too7" 12.99



Stiff Little Fingers BBC Live In Concert Stiff Little Fingers "BBC Live In Concert" features two high energy performances from these very influential Northern Irish punk rockers, recorded for the BBC. Fronted by singer and guitarist Jake Burns, the first LP of this 2LP set kicks off with "Roots, Radicals, Rockers & Reggae" from their "Go For It" album, recorded at London’s Paris Theatre in 1981, a venue used for many classic BBC In Concerts. The second LP features an equally raucous show captured at Norwich’s University of East Anglia in the UK in front of a highly appreciative crowd. Recorded a year after the Paris Theatre show, the 1982 set starts with "Tin Soldiers" and ends with "Gotta Getaway."2LP 38.99

Stone Broken Ain't Always Easy Stone Broken release their 2018 album 'Ain't Always Easy' on vinyl for the first time since its release, available on 140g coloured non-standard single sleeve LP.LP 23.99

Streets (The) ORIGINAL PIRATE MATERIAL BOXSET Original Pirate Material Limited Edition Boxset all on burnt orange vinyl:   Component 1: Original Pirate Material double LP  - Printed on a burnt orange vinyl   Component 2: Locked On Exclusive Vinyl: - Exclusive SCRT Art Work Print  - Locked On Slipmat 3LP 47.99

Suede SCI FI LULLABIES (25TH ANNIVER 25th Anniversary 3LP Edition. Pressed on 3 x 180g clear vinyl. Originally released in 1997, this was the band’s definitive B-sides collection3LP 35.99

Sun Ra Arkestra BABYLON - LIVE Originally recorded to celebrate the 100th birthday of cult jazz bandleader Sun Ra and the 90th birthday of leader Marshall Allen, this is the first time ‘Babylon’ has been available on vinyl. It includes one bonus tracks not on the CD version2LP 35.99

Superchunk Incidental Music 1991 - 1995 Superchunk’s Incidental Music: 1991-1995 is the band’s second compilation of singles, B-sides, and EPs, originally released in 1995 shortly after their landmark album Foolish. It collects fan favorites from soundtracks such as “Shallow End” and B- sides like “On the Mouth,” as well as covers of The Magnetic Fields, The Verlaines, The Chills, and even Motörhead. AllMusic’s Fred Thomas says it all: “Incidental Music is an essential piece of the Superchunk discography and a snapshot of the band as it transitioned from the scrubby radiance of its early days into the more nuanced songwriting machine it became throughout the mid-’90s.” Exclusively for Record Store Day 2022, the double LP makes its first reappearance on vinyl since its original release, with LP1 on opaque green and LP2 on opaque orange housed in a gatefold jacketLP 29.99

Suzanne Vega Close Up Back in 2010, Suzanne began re-recording and releasing songs from her extensive back catalogue as the “Close-Up” Series. She thought that her fans might like to hear the songs of her past stripped of their original productions, to hear them in an intimate setting, something more personal, that felt like she was singing to them alone. The series was a critical and financial success with fans unanimous in their praise of the new versions. A number of tracks were only released digitally and as a bonus CD on a Close Up series box set. These have now been compiled into the Close Up Extras release for RSD 2022LP 21.99

Sweet Platinum Rare VOL 2 Platinum Rare VOL 2 captures the four founding and original members of the legendary Glam/Hard Rock band The SWEET. This rare collection comes from the personal vault of Sweet lead guitarist Andy Scott. Sweet fans world wide will be amazed by the rarity of the alternate takes and mixes. Many of these listed tracks never saw the light of day on any SWEET release which will make this collection incredibly in demand for the starving classic SWEET/Vinyl collector looking for more rarities. This is a must have for any glam/hard rock collector. 2200 units of VOL 1 Sold Out instantly on RSD 2021. VOL 2 features rare/unreleased versions of more fan favorite songs such as FOX ON THE RUN, ACTION, LOVE IS LIKE OXYGEN, LIES IN YOUR EYES2LP 38.99

T. Rex THE SLIDER (50TH ANNIVERSARY) 50th Anniversary of this classic album. First ever UK picture disc releaseLP 22.99

Taylor Swift The Lakes Ambassador Release Record Store Day exclusive 7" of “the lakes” and “the lakes (original version)” from Taylor Swift’s GRAMMY Album of the Year, folklore. This is the first time “the lakes (original version)” will be available on vinyl.7" 12.99

Teenage Waitress You Ain't Got It Bad Limited transparent blue vinyl 7” single for RSD, 500 copies only. Rsd 22 Brings You A Ltd 7” Pressing Of Single ‘You Ain’t Got It Bad’ By Teenage Waitress. An Electronic, Melancholy Hum Along Number. You Ain’t Got It Bad ‘ is a danceable, upbeat track with trippy psych production and a strong positive message7" 8.99

Tegan & Sara Still Jealous Tegan and Sara revisit the indie-pop duo's 2004 breakout album, So Jealous, on a new version of the record titled, Still Jealous. It features the original's 14 tracks, all of which have been re-recorded acoustically, with the twin sisters singing each other's songs. The reimagined album will be available on 12" opaque red vinyl and limited to 750 copies in the UK.12" 29.99

Terry Edwards And The Scapegoats My Wife Doesn't Understand Me 500 pressed on double black vinyl. First time on vinyl for this album. Proto Jazz-Punk multi-genre splatter album, released on CD in 1993, My Wife Doesn’t Understand Me  is available on vinyl for the first time as a double LP, playing at 45rpm for superior sound qualityLP 26.99

Tesseract POLARIS Record store day picture disc edition of tesseract’s critically acclaimed debut album for kscope.LP 27.99

Thomas Dolby Hyperactive Reissued for the first time since 1996 and on transparent blue vinyl exclusively for Record Store Day, ‘Hyperactive’ was the first single taken from Thomas Dolby’s second album ‘The Flat Earth’. Originally released in 1984, it was conceived as a potential song for Michael Jackson but was eventually recorded and released by Dolby himself. ‘Hyperactive’ is Thomas Dolby’s highest charting UK single, achieving a position of Number 17. This reissue of a 1984 12” features an extended version of the track, plus remastered 7” version and remastered original b-side ‘White City’.12" 20.99

Trevor Lucas Overlander Official reissue for this long lost 1966 LP, the very first to be endorsed by the Trevor Lucas estate. Pressed on orange vinyl for RSD 2022. Ultra-rare 1966 solo album by singer/songwriter Trevor Lucas of Fairport Convention, Fotheringay, and Election. This Australian born folk legend recorded his own songs and a handful of covers – mostly solo acoustic, occasionally accompanied by bass, concertina, and fiddle. This is the first ever authorized reissue (by his estate), a long lost gem from a seminal songwriterLP 21.99

Tuff Crew My Part of Town / Mountains World True club dancefloor Hip Hop from '89 that inspired many a hit there after. Legendary double hitter from the cult Philly crew that have never been on 45 together before. Black Vinyl in Picture sleeve Exclusive for RSD 227" 12.99

U2 A Celebration 40th anniversary edition of the single ‘A Celebration’, originally released in 1982.  4-track EP, containing two previously unreleased recordings.12" 22.99

Udo Dirkschneider My Way UDO DIRKSCHNEIDER is the voice of Heavy Metal! "My Way" is the most personal and extraordinary album to date and It contains 17 cover versions of the very songs that have influenced the musician and singer from Germany the most.2LP 26.99

Ultravox! Live at The Rainbow 1977 First physical release on any format for the 45th Anniversary of this wonderful live show.First time on vinyl for this 45th anniversary edition of Ultravox! live at the Rainbow Theatre, London – February 1977 Featuring the original line-up of John Foxx on vocals & harmonica, Billy Currie on keyboards & violin, Stevie Shears on guitar, Chris Cross on bass and Warren Cann on drums. First time on vinyl for 3 songs that didn’t make it on to the band’s eponymous debut album: “I Came Back Here To Meet You”, “T.V. Orphans” and “I Won’t Play Your Game”.  **Please note that due to the shorter running time of this release that we have cut the album at 45RPM for a greater audio experience.   LP 21.99

UT GRILLER Latest in the UT reissue series, RSD version of the new one comes with exclusive 7" . Originally recorded/ released in 1989. Steve Albini recorded this album, and captured UT at the peak of their creative powers. Long out of print, the album has been remastered for this release. and the RSD pressing comes with a bonus 2 track 7", featuring Fuel / Griller X . "For Ut's last record, Steve Albini was a smart choice for engineer, both being an Ut fan and having a way with dissonant, anti-rock kinds of groups. The guitars are beefier on Griller, and again, the songs sound more polished and rehearsed, but none of this detracts from the gleeful mania contained within these grooves. Not the first Ut purchase you should make but if you're already humming along to these skewed tunes, you owe it to yourself to seek this long-lost record out." 80% all MusicLP 22.99

Van Mcoy THE HUSTLE 12” in a Amherst logo jacket “The Hustle” by Van McCoy, is the ultimate classic disco song12" 23.99

Various Artists 100% DYNAMITE! Ska, Soul, Rocksteady and Funk in Jamaica LP 33.99

Various Artists BEST OF CHI-SOUNDS RECORDS 1976-1983 (BLUE VINYL) This is the first Chi-Sounds Records collection in more than 20 years and is pressed as a 180g Blue Vinyl 2LP set2LP 29.99

Various Artists Big Night - Original Soundtrack A breakout indie film success in 1996, Big Night has received new attention due to its star and director, Stanley Tucci's new Italian food-based program on CNN - Searching for Italy.  The soundtrack was also a hit with viewers with its large serving of 1950's classics from Rosemary Clooney, Keeley Smith and Louie Prima, who's persona plays a major character in the film.  This record has never before released on LP and is pressed on crystal clear vinyl exclusively for RSD 2022 LP 30.99

Various Artists BRAZIL 45 BOXSET VOL.3 This special Record Store Day 5 x 45s collection comes packaged in a limited-edition Brazil 45 clamshell collector’s boxBOX 31.99

Various Artists De-Lite Soul A brand new collection of rare and classic soul from the De-Lite archive. De-Lite Fully Soul is housed in a limited edition 12" standard sleeve on 140g sky blue vinyl featuring: The Appointments - I Saw You There, one of the world's rarest Northern soul 7"s, first time pressed to 12" vinyl. The release also includes sleeve notes detailing the stories of each forgotten artist and their De-Lite story.LP 23.99

Various Artists Earthbeat 30th Anniversary Edition of the iconic 1992 "Earthbeat" collection with much sought after tracks from the series of ‘Pulse’ EPs and 12” singles by The Future Sound Of London under their many guises. This special limited to 1500 hand numbered edition comes in a gatefold sleeve with a unique centrefold featuring past artwork and images from the period of these classic, much sought after tracks and rare mixes2LP 28.99

Various Artists FRANCO NERO Bullet proof RSD 2022 four track EP fully loaded with in-demand sure-shots from two foundation gun-slinger7" 12.99

Various Artists Go Ahead Punk...Make My Day Any ’90s punk fan will surely remember coveting a copy of Go Ahead Punk... Make My Day—a classic sampler CD from Nitro Records. Originally released in 1996, the album delivered early cuts from some of the biggest names in West Coast punk, including AFI, the Offspring, and the Vandals. Available for the very first time on vinyl, Go Ahead Punk... Make My Day features ten high-energy tracks from AFI, Guttermouth, Jughead’s Revenge, The Vandals, and The Offspring, including the latter band’s cover of “Hey Joe”—a long-sought-after fan favorite, which was previously exclusive to this compilation. Pressed on orange splatter vinyl. LP 26.99

Various Artists GREENSLEEVES GANJA ANTHEMS A vintage crop of ten Herbalist anthems that put the green in Greensleeves for an exclusive RSD LP edition of the previous CD only ‘Hi-Grade Ganja Anthems’ - all pressed on herb green vinyl of course. ‘Hi Grade Ganja Anthems’ - Solomon Grave approved - blaze it up!LP 25.99

Various Artists Hillbillies In Hell 13 : Country Music’s Tormented Testament (1952-1974)Limited Edition of 666 copies! Deluxe Gatefold LP with exclusive scholarly liner notes by Alvin Lucia! Full dynamic range 2022 remasters direct from the first generation analogue master tapes! Limited to 666 copies – 222 (randomly inserted) ‘Revelation Red’ LPs.LP 31.99

Various Artists It’s A Rough Old Road To Travel - The Existential Psychodrama In Country Music : Volume II (1964-1974)From the people who brought you Hillbillies In Hell , Strictly Limited Edition Deluxe Gatefold LP with exclusive scholarly liner notes by Alvin Lucia!Full dynamic range 2022 remasters direct from the first generation analogue master tapes! Limited Edition 500 LPs – 250 ‘Windswept Heartache’ Milky Clear LPs! / 250 ‘Soul Necrosis’ Black LPs! (randomly inserted)LP 31.99

Various Artists Jazz Dispensary: Super Skunk Jazz Dispensary returns with a groovy new compilation that zigzags in the sonic space between the hard bop saxophone extravaganza of Cannonball Adderley and Houston Person, to the rhythmic meditations of Woody Herman and The Bar-Kays. Lacquers cut by Jeff Powell at Take Out Vinyl and pressed on Opaque Red Vinyl, with artwork by GRAMMY®-winning designer Masaki Koike.LP 30.99

Various Artists PUNK 45: I'm A Mess! D-I-Y Or DIE! Art, Trash & Neon - Punk 45s In The UK 1977-78LP 33.99

Various Artists SALUTATIONS
coke bottle clear vinyl also includes a printed insert and a high quality, multi-format digital download, An inaugural compilation of new music from RVNG Intl., Salutations observes and elevates the nature of meetings, greetings, group assemblies and exercises along the invisible plane created through correspondence.    The question of how similar we are arises in the simple form of contact, and how we choose to embrace the potential of that moment and one another. Through correspondence, we connect, communicate, and form community. At first, correspondents with one another, and through the processes of collaboration and transmission, we correspond to parallel and intersecting collective cores

LP 28.99

Various Artists Soul Power '68 An exclusive RSD release on 140g purple colour vinyl from Trojan Records. This special collection is a mirror of recently discovered Doctor Bird Records tape of a previously unissued compilation album - ‘Soul Power’. With Duke Reid’s Treasure Isle catalogue having been mercilessly plundered over the past few decades, you would be forgiven for thinking that precious little of the legendary producer’s work currently remains unavailable. This sensational collection of long lost rock steady, proto reggae and soul tracks from 1968 demonstrates otherwise. Featuring Tommy McCook & The Supersonics, The Conquerors, The Melodians and many more.LP 23.99

Various Artists STUDIO ONE CLASSICS LP 33.99

Various Artists The Wanderer - a tribute to Jackie Leven Jackie Leven is celebrated as one of the world’s most prolific and accomplished singer songwriters. His recordings encompassed everything from folk to celtic soul, driving rock to lyrical ballads. He passed away over 10 years ago but the legend of this uniquely talented artist grows every year as more and more people discover and celebrate his remarkable catalogue of recordings. The Wanderer: A Tribute To Jackie Leven features 22 specially recorded new tracks reimagining the brilliance of Jackie Leven, featuring big names and big fans including Eliza Carthy, Ralph McTell, Boo Hewerdine, Tom Robinson & Ian Rankin. Each artist has also contributed sleevenotes to the extensive booklet detailing their experiences of knowing and working with Jackie and why they wanted to contribute to this tribute album. Proceeds from this album will benefit the Westminster Drug Project (WDP) a charity that continues the work of Jackie’s own charity, The CORE Trust. Available on vinyl for the first time exclusively for RSD 20222LP 29.99

Various Artists You Flexi Thing 9 Volume 9 of Repeat Records flexi disc series featuring bands from East Anglia and South Wales. 500 copies.7" 5.99

Vertical Lines Beach Boy/Beach Boy - Inst A 12" that has been bubbling under the radar for a while is the ridiculously catchy "Beach Boy" by Vertical Lines. The vocal side is almost Stevie Wonder-like in its delivery with some great vocals by Barry Michael Cooper who carries the groove perfectly. Works well with both Disco and 'Yacht Rock' audiences alike.The instrumental track is a prime slice of vintage 1982 drum-programming and a very early executive production from Tuff City owner, Aaron Fuchs. Recently featured in Dam-Funks sets, "Beach Boy" has been growing in popularity over the last couple of years and will fit into creative sets like a dream. Needs to be played LOUD over a great system!12" 12.99

Viktor Vaughn Vaudeville Villain Hip Hop. 15000 pressed worldwide. First time on vinyl for many years. For 2003's "Vaudeville Villain" MF DOOM took on yet another pseudonym. Where MF DOOM drew from Doctor Doom, Viktor Vaughn drew from the Doctor's government name, Victor von Doom. The influence of superheros and supervillians however goes much deeper than the nom de plume, the silver age sci-fi vibe is present, musically, throughout Vaudeville Villain. Long out of print on vinyl, Get On Down presents this landmark of MF DOOM's career as a double gatefold LP for RSD 2022LP 38.99



Vince Guaraldi Trio Baseball Theme Just in time for baseball season, the first ever 7" release of the Vince Guaraldi Trio classic, "Baseball Theme," from Jazz Impressions Of A Boy Named Charlie Brown. Includes the original 1964 soundtrack version as well as an alternate studio take. Pressed on white vinyl and housed in a jacket featuring baseball images of Charlie Brown and Snoopy. 7" 13.99

Walkmen (The) Lisbon LP 28.99

Wallows Singles Collection 2017 - 2020 Compilation of singles released by the band between 2017 - 2020, some on vinyl for first time. Pressed on blue 140g vinyl for RSD 2022 .LP 29.99

Warrior Soul Odds & Ends For the first time on vinyl, Warrior Soul’s Odds & Ends will be released on exclusive Red & Blue Vinyl for Record Store Day 2022. This record is full of never before released on vinyl and rare outtakes from the band many still consider the voice of a generation, including the first ever release of the song, “Space Age Playboys”, which was left out of the 1994 album of the same nameLP 22.99

Weyes Blood A Certain Kind b/w Everybody's Talkin' A Certain Kind b/w Everybody’s Talkin’ is a double A-side 7″ of cover songs by Weyes Blood, originally recorded by Soft Machine and Fred Neil. This limited edition of 2000 on Blood Starburst color vinyl is available exclusively for Record Store Day 2022.7" 10.99

Weyes Blood The Innocents The Innocents is Weyes Blood’s second album, originally released in 2014 and now available again on Nuclear Pond color vinyl exclusively for Record Store Day 2022. Limited to 4000 copies.LP 19.99

Who (The) Its Hard - 40th Anniversary Edition It’s Hard celebrates its 40th anniversary with a 2-LP expanded vinyl version, Disc One a ½ Speed master (Orange Vinyl) contains a re-mastered version of the album while Disc Two (Yellow Vinyl) continues the rest of the album but also has a disc of rare and unreleased material. The set, with art by Richard Evans comes with a poster from the era  
2LP 24.99

Whole Darn Family SEVEN MINUTES OF FUNK 12” in a Amherst logo jacket The Whole Darn Family emerged from Richmond, Virginia in the late 70’s and were managed, produced and promoted by August (Mr.Wiggles) Moon who ran an independent label called Soul International Records from a storefront in Richmond’s Southside District.12" 22.99

Wild Willy Barrett Alien Talk (that's what it's all about) Brand new material!  one off pressing on LP from avant-garde Folk legend that is Wild Willy Barrett.LP 22.99

Wildhearts (The) ADHD ROCK 4 track coloured vinyl of the 21st Century Love Songs bonus tracks, never released before on vinyl10'' 17.99

Willie Nelson Live at the Texas Opryhouse, 1974 Willie Nelson - Live at the Texas Opry House, was recorded over the course of two nights in 1974, just a few months after Phases and Stages was released. The album was scrapped in the early 1970s and was only released in 2006 on the The Complete Atlantic Sessions captures a rising star whose fame and fortune lurked just around the corner. Pressed on double vinyl. Will include a reproduction of the original poster. 2LP 38.99

Willie Tee Concentrate/Get Up One of the most rewarding things about this business is when we get the chance to re-release some true works of art which were previously hindered by their lack of availability. Plus, you KNOW that we LOVE every Willie Tee record we come across anyway. This time we're delighted to make available another double-sided slice of New Orleans niceness."Concentrate" is Willie at his mellow best with the Gaturs on this incredible 1980 recording, which really highlights just how great he was. On the flip, is a brilliant piece of New Orleans Mellow Funk which matches the sound of Roy Ayers for pure quality. Original copies of this record are not currently available anywhere for any amount of money. That's how ridiculously rare the original Gatur copies are. We have a great track record with Willie Tee and long may it continue! One of the best double-siders you'll ever be likely to hear and an absolute gas to get to reissue. Spread the joy. Another biggy!7" 12.99

Willie Tee First Taste of Hurt /I'm Having so Much Fun Following on from the incredible success of 2020's "Teasin' You Again", we're proud to follow that up with one of Willie Tee's greatest double-siders and one of his very rarest 45s. Welcome to the incredible "First Taste Of Hurt" backed with "I'm Having So Much Fun". This record was first discovered in Los Angeles in 1976 primarily for "I'm Having So Much Fun" which drew interest from the Northern Soul crowd, but then "First Taste Of Hurt" started catching on in wider circles. These days "First Taste Of Hurt" is the key side with a truly international audience across several scenes. An original Gatur copy of this will set you back £5000 and even the UK Grapevine reissue will cost you the best part of £100 these days. Expect another across-the-board Willie Tee smash which will match perfectly with "Teasin' You Again" and sell to many audiences7" 12.99

Winston Reedy, Joseph Cotton, Vin Gordon , Ansel Boom Shacka Lacka A classic treasure isle riddim originally sung by Hopeton Lewis. AJ Franklin, featured here, is one of the chosen few to sing harmonies on the original which won the 1970 festival in Jamaica A big big party tune. 500 copies only!7" 10.99

Wipers Over The Edge (Anniversary Edition) Double Coloured Vinyl LP Set (1 LP Clear w/ Opaque Pink -Hi Melt Vinyl & 1 LP Opaque Pink Vinyl). LP has a  Deluxe Foil Jacket. Features Bonus Side of Rare Mixes, Outtakes, and more from the 1982 sessions. Includes unseen photos plus Wipers Etching on Vinyl. Cut by Kevin Gray. Limited to 3000 copies worldwideLP 44.99

Wire Not About To Die The original Not About To Die was an illegal bootleg, released at some point in the early 80s, by the dubiously named Amnesia Records. The album was made up of selections from demos recorded by the group for their second and third albums: Chairs Missing and 154 . These demos had been recorded for EMI, with cassette copies circulated amongst record company employees. However, they were never intended for release. A typically shoddy cash-in, the songs on Not About To Die were taken from a second or possibly third generation cassette, with the album housed in a grainy green and red photo-copied sleeve. Compared with the high standards of production and design Wire have always been known for, it was something of an insult to band and fans alike. Now, in a classic act of Wire perversity, the group have decided to redress the balance and reclaim one of the shadier moments of its history, by giving Not About To Die its first official release on the bands own pinkflag imprintLP 20.99

Wye Oak If Children LP is red and white splatter vinyl in jacket + white dust sleeve + LP3 coupon for full album download. Originally self-released in 2007 under the moniker Monarch, Wye Oak’s debut If Children was given a proper introduction to the world the following spring on Merge Records. Jenn Wasner and Andy Stack take their minimalist setup to maximalist ends, pairing gentle campfire folk with bombastic hazy shoegaze, sometimes within the same song. Their assured mission statement makes its vinyl debut, on red and white splatter, no less, exclusively for RSD 2022.LP 21.99


